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This thesis was 
that the thesis be a research 

Mr I .... nru::.r .. " SI)ec:1hC 

• Write a 
research 

of room acoustics. 

the Jameson Hall 
simulation of room acoustics 

the from 

• simulated room acoustic results with the measured results for the same hall. 
• the thesis 29 ~"'I'\b:>lm 
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The first deals with the 
the room acoustic ..... ",>1'111'1'11\ 

the acoustics of a room or 
ro",nn"",,,,, measured with a a From the curve ofthe 

response curve reverberation time can be derived, which relates to the human 
"'..".",,' ... sensation of reverberance. Other can also be .... h1'''' .... ol'l 

.. o"o .... '''' .. '''tor.n is the most ",,,,.:;,orlfl<:ll 

The Jameson was used as a measurement and times of 
about 4s were measured in the hall. Also some localisation sound field was 
nn~~eruren for in the left underneath the dome. 

Room acoustic 
the results created 

1 

consists of the behind simulation methods and a discussion of 
the simulation program C1e1/el()[)e,C1 for this called RoWena. 

"n,,,,,,,...,,,. sound in a room was and it was determined that an exact 
no,,,,,,.iniiinn ofthe sound field is not This is because the number modes 

room is too The of a 'diffuse sound field' in this 
I'n.nnliavrh, is .ovr.,I"",n<>,11 and diffusion will be seen to be an criterion in a 
room's acoustics. 

The use 
that travel 

1"I"""""",tri ... ,,,,1 acc)u~mCS, which the nature of sound waves into discrete rays 
",t .. ,~inl.,t lines and reflect from walls like billiard is used instead. 

Limitations in ray such as the finite number of rays that can be 
usage a called sources. In 
a better of the response curve is nn'r",,,,ol"l 

the hall has a diffuse sound field is now critical because of the 

for reverberance and also for many other irnlnnl"h:i"t 

mirror This process searches for nAIFlrnAtnr:~llv 
n.u .... h<"r consecutive surfaces per ray it can calculate, 

An additional that simulates the effect of ",,,':ltft •• rin,,.. from a surface is to 
the accuracy of the simulation results. has no in 

it was found researchers to be accurate simulation 

Because of the of curved surfaces in the Jameson Inn",,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, research was 
carried out on the simulation of curved su rfaces. Of most is a method for 
exact ray found mirror irn~lnil"l'" a search method. 
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A program was the author that included all the simulation methods 
discussed. It was tested on a model of the Jameson Hall. The results were 
with the measured results OD1[alrlea in the first some favourable 

were the results could not be said to be in the 
acoustics of the hall. 

However other such as the direction of arrival of SPE~CItIC reflections and the exact 
nature of the domed of the were 

While some successful room acoustic n .. ".iiit'finn 

A"""",I., .. ,,~,A for this thesis some more 
some useful information can be obtained. 

surfaces has been in ray 
the curved surfaces on the sound field needs to be 

'UUlI .. :;'''' in the an,,,,r,,.,, of rays reflected curved surfaces. The simulation model 
takes no account of the nature or a ray when reflected from a curved 

a fact which research 
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Curved Surface Simulation and Planar 

The environment in which oecIDle n"''''>I''h~~c::: or in fact any 
l'I ... lt"'l"rn""I11"I11 the heard. For an 

to an otherwise identicall"l""l'r .. ,m<:> in 
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the influence of a room on the sound 
ImllllcatEld "'enn'I"" ..... As humans we are able to 

or but this does not aid in out 
the sound was nl""~«'lnl"l 

\.jUC211l1<:;;;::O about the acoustics concert 
built with aesthetic or " ... <:>, .... , .... -'" 

InT~·r""::flnnl" many of these halls have better 

of scientifIC has led to much research on 
base has been created. much so that it is now 

re~;rO(lUc:e the of a hall on a 

The obilecltlvEIS of 

and now a 
pos.sible to 

1. describe the sUI:nectf\.,e room acoustics. 
2. To describe the ODlleCl[lVe 
3. To describe the ""V1,,,,, .. ,,n room 

acoustics. 
4. To describe the results simulation program written for this 

Ol:)jleclt1ve room acoustics is to 
i.e. as humans. This is followed 

the Jameson Hall as measured the described 

13 
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1: Reflec::tiCllns in a Room 

If these reflections occur 
not heard as different 
The sound is "gr'r""',,g" riiff,,,, .. ,,,,ntl\/ 

the listener are what 

In order to measure the Clv\/U;:)L!v;:) 

in the hall and """,,,,1\11:,'" 
as the 

Instead the 
a room modifies the nrll'1In,::lI. 

i The most 
Maximum 

at a Listener 

the case, then 
them into a 

many 
sound 

effects of these on 

''''",'<:IT'',''''''' determines the in which 

uu,,~.v..., sound. In 
A is situated 
and all the sound 

is shown in 2. 

is called an MLS response, which stands for 

14 
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Figure 2: Example of an Impulse Response Graph 

The x-axis of the impulse response graph is time in milliseconds, and the y-axis is the sound 
intensity in decibels. At the far left of the graph, at an intensity of 74dS, is the first sound to reach 
the microphone, after a travel time of 25ms from the source. The intensity of this sound is the 
highest because it has not been reflected, and therefore absorbed, by any surfaces. This is called 
the direct sound and in a measurement on a hill with no nearby reflecting surfaces this would be 
the only mark on the impulse response graph. (see 7.2.6 for an explanation of the absorption of 
sound by surfaces). 

Shortly after this are some reflections with an intensity of about 60dS. These have reflected at 
least once but the propagated distance of each is only slightly longer than the direct sound since 
they have arrived very soon after it. These reflections are individually discernable. 

As time progresses the sound reflects off more and more surfaces, consequently decreasing in 
intensity through repeated reflections with the room surfaces and through spherical spreading of 
the sound. It is clear from Figure 2 that there are a great many reflections arriving at the 
measurement point This causes the distinctive decay of the envelope impulse response graph. It 
shall be seen later that the envelope of the graph is an important characteristic of the hall's 
acoustics. 

Eventually the sound decays away to inaudibility. In the graph shown in Figure 2 there are still 
audible reflections after 2% seconds. 

Some information, such as the phase of the recorded sound, is not shown on the impulse 
response graph, which is very important for some purposes. Nevertheless most important 
acoustical attributes can be determined from the impulse response graph. Some of these are 
discussed in the next section . 
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mechanisms of room ... ,,,JU,,,,,,",,,,, 
listener ~l«\~rl~nl'~q 

surveys of audiences concerts other and 
nl/il'nnlm""nt<:l acousticians have isolated distinct characteristics of music and 

measured. 

nr'::'('I<:l"" results because of the variable nature of 
"""",,,,,r',,,nr-,,,, of the Warmth of the 

the which 
answer the same 

Amore 
The "' .... ","', .. < 

effect of 
becom es tired and 

nl::lll,nn many similar sound 
of sound. 

could be determined. In nr"',l"'t ... "" 

'I<:lt&"I''II1'11'I to many almost similar S:::!lnniRS 

In ofthese some have been determined. This section contains 
a survey of the more common "''''''''" .. ,''''''''', More detailed and other 
can be found in books Barron and Beranek in the 

of acoustics as a science. In about 1910 he Inv,estlaateCl 

and determined the of the 

which isa is the OOIE!Cl:IVE! measurement 
reverberation. 

a sound off the walls of a 
the walls of the hall absorb the 

audible. The time for this to occur determines the 

A used extreme reverberance is a tiled bathroom. not 
sound well and so bathrooms are often very reverberant At the other extreme a luxurious room 
with a thick is to have little since the will absorb much 
of the sound. 

in a demonstrates that a reverberance makes 
because each is still audible while the next is 

between them. It is therefore necessary to wait for the 
""""""1"""""'" from the first sound die away before the second, Because of this there is a 
maximum reverberance that a hall can have it is to be used for or In 
music the distinction between notes is often not as critical as those between words and a .,U ... "'fl" 

reverberance is tolerated. 
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On the other hand a reverberance that is too low is also not desirable. The effect of 
as it does not interfere with the detail of the sounds. A balance 

that on the of sound the hall is used for. 

1 

When W C Sabine reverberance he used organ 
turned the off and measured the time for the sound to 

and so he that reverberation time be 
a sound took to BOdS below the initial level of the sound. The BOdS 

limit to a sound a million times weaker than the and is termed 
which is "Reverberation Time 6OdS". 

RT60 was measured 
this has now been ''''''''''0'''' rE~DI;iCEld 

measurement. An MLS measurement uses 
a while the sound at a 

removes the noise and the .. ",,,,,,,.-t'''''-,:lltI.n,n 

since a very loud source is to obtain a sound 60dS above the h<:>,,,lIrr,I"'" 

level in the more a time is used and 
time is measured from 5dS to below the sound. 5dS <>"'<'1"',11'1"'",1,,,n 

the reverberant reflections are included in the calculation. 

It was later determined that reflections after the direct sound are 
indicators of reverberance. This is "'<J'''''''''''''' the reverberance of initial sounds masks successive 
sounds until it initial to be The n"'T."'n'~r i"h",r"'M 

reverberance based on the interval between noltesfW(lrd!;~ 

is a measurement of this reverberation. It is measured as the 
to 10dS below the of direct 6. 

of the RT60 measurement cannot be 
late reverberance will still detract from the 

a nd described in the 
for and EDT have been Different 

the 
recommended 
volume of the 
for all situations. 

and different musical call for different times and no 

Values measured when the hall is since 
absorb a amount of sound. Some chairs that absorb the same 
amount of sound as a person, which minimises this difference. The values below are for 

U"'~,UIJ'''''U halls. 
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is best heard with an RT60 of about 1.2s while choir music is best heard with an RT60 
time of about 1.6s to 1.8s. Musical are further divided into based on the different 
eras of classical music. 

music is one ofthe earliest well documented dated from 1600-1750. 
Bach and Vivaldi are the best-known in 
small groups, often the and 
recommended for this of music of the 

short time between notes. Classical music (1 
between 1.6s to 1.8s. Romantic music (1 e.g. music sounds best 
when the RT60 time is between 1.9s Recommended EDT values are similar or 

than the RT60 values. 

reverberation unless the in the hall can be 
Note also that a difference of about 0.1 s to 0.2s in the 

1 

content of the sound has not been discussed before this However it has 
...... 0,.."'.'0 effects on the listener's of the sound. It is PO~SSIIOle to filter out 

any range from the Because of 
the nature of human """Ulnin the Uei(lUI:ilm;V 

1 4kHz and The 

The reverberation time at different 
about the air in the hall absorbs a 
these will be lower than at lower 

It has been established that RT60 relates the best to 
500Hz octave ) while EDT should 
which is the unfiltered response. 

nu:>rTI\,/p. reverberance filtered at the 
measured for the whole pass 

r.::lrTp.rll<ml"<:: such as Warmth and .v ... ,,, ... ,,,... other maybe 
more 

1 
As an alternative to the Sabine Reverberation time formula 
can be used. This is a 
reverberation of a hall 
coefficients of each 
difference wall materials. 

devised W C to determine the 
on the volume of the hall and the area and <>h'~l"\rnt'r'n 

It is very useful for the differences in 

v 
The Sabine formula is T = O. ----, where Vis the volume of the hall in ,S is the 

total surface area of the ex is the average coefficient of the wall m<:l,t",r'<> the 
hall and m is the air coefficient for the 

be used where the sound field is known to be 
sound is uniform the hall Also the 
materials must be similar the hall. 
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Where the surface differ significal1tly a more accurate reverberation time 
V 

the reverberation This is T ---~----, where 

. In this formula the and size of each surface are into the 

result. 

Reverberance was used as the sole it 
was discovered that even with similar reverberation the of the music 
was still different More were therefore to further characterise and these 

ofthe more useful and used is and ,.,."'Fro""",,,,,,1 

refers to how much discrete sounds stand from each It is therefore a 
110'.,,., .. , ... 1',,,' of the listener's to discern different notes or music events. It is on 

of the musicians the case of and on the acoustics of the hall. 

to reverberance. A reverberation will indicate a low 

As with rD"~>rn"'r"" is too music will 
sound 

is determined the number and C!t .. ~ .... n'th 

after the direct sound the 
this relative to the number of .. ""1"II","'h",,,,. l:IlTI\Jlnn 

and visa versa. 

The C80 is the ratio of sound on,n,.,.,,\1 <>il'l"""nn within 80ms after the direct sound over the sound 
on,,,,,",,,,, after is shown where is the .... ",Itan'''''"",,,. 

pressure ofthe measured 

,08 

for music V"' ... Uf,J'iwUJ should lie between -4dB and +4dB 

20 
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is same as to C80 but is measured to 50mB rather than 80ms. C50 is a better of 
whilst C80 describes musical 

Deutlichkeit is similar to 
the denominator 

to late ratio measurement up to 50ms. However 
is an Int~~r,;:ll over whole response 

23 

and late it is a time-

.:..-..---- and is measured in seconds. 

to relate well to 

is the limit of minimal ac(~eD'table with lower values inf'l,lf'::Il·inn 

is related to the listener's sense of size the hall. An intimate hall is one where the 
listener that the hall is small and that he/she is close to the sound source. This is a desirable 

for a hall, A hall with little causes the to feel from the 
or and interest and is therefore decreased. 

is related to the time taken for the first reflection ofthe sound to reach the 
3, the of the direct sound is while the 

The first can also be considered the first ==::':' See Ando for this 
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3: FY::1imlnIA of an ITOG Calculation 

then arrival time of is 
after the direct sound. This time is the Initial Time 

uses this time to the size of the hal1.29 

room the ITOG would be and therefore n""r',..""""""n intir ... <>,'" would be 
for a further back in the same room, even the first 

the difference between this time direct time 
nne> .. "."n For this reason reflectors are used to 

to the of the hall. this way it is to trick the 

The should be between 8ms 
cannot be measured. If the hall 
listener the hall as 

In order to how the sensation of SDcICICiUS( occurs, note that humans have two ears, 
each on different sides of the head. say the ear, takes a little 
bit to the other ear it is to localise the 
direction of a sound. 
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4: Location of Sound 

sound or its reflections that travel on this 
or rear, are more at ..... r,,,,,''I''nn 

can be determined 
sides versus the total energy. 

Such a mil'rnlnhf,n"" possesses 
aline. 

1=ff1;"'i."nl"'''\ is a measure of the ratio of sound .:>" .. ,r,.." 

measured an omni--directional 

The formula is 

Ps is the measurement made with the 

5ms time in the lower limit of the numerator " .... ",.,"'. is to ensure that the direct sound does 
notform ofthis 

Inl'l"",,:;:u::irli'l LF values indicate n"'.~tl'.1" Slooc:iouSI with 0.46 considered 0.18 is 
considered the lower limit for a 

measured up to 80ms. Reflections after this time were considered 
on Later studies have shown that is more accurate when 

end of the measured , The reason for is 
.. ""f1I""l"tinr\Ct diminish the of so in halls where late 

the relevance of measured up to is lessened. 
of such measurements exist in the written material. 
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a different measure was 
Much initial work on this 

measurement was made 

,Cdll::lU,CU In a more direct manner than LF. A is 
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in a from one side of the head to the and l"f'lI"'lI"l<l:lnn the maximum 
value over T measures maximum all waves the head. 

maximum DOSiSIDle IACC value is 1, which indicates no lateral reflections. The minimum 
value is zero. 
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alternative result can be <In,,. .. , .. ,, 

50ms 

P""m!:ln<:::: the most useful measurement is to 
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above sound. 

""''''A"'A .. ,:.tirl,n time of the various 
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Figure 5: An Ideal RT60 Time versus Frequency Graph 

4000 8000 

This graph is for a reverberation time (RT60) of 1.8s, and should be moved up or down for other 
RT60 values. All RT60 times are the same except below 500Hz, where the bass reverberation is 
increased. Also the reverberation time above 4kHz does not decrease (due to air absorption) 
which causes the perception of brilliance46

. 

In order to obtain such a graph in a hall, it is necessary to choose the hall's surface materials 
such that they absorb very little low frequency and high frequency sound. The exact absorption 
coefficients have to be worked out carefully. 

4.6. Speech Transmission Index (STI) and %Alcons 
With specific regard to speech, the measurement called the Speech Transmission Index (STI) is 
an evaluation of how well the amplitude modulation patterns of speech are preserved. Modulation 
patterns determine the intelligibility of s,fleech and this may be impaired by excessive 
reverberation, noise and other effects. 7 STI ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is excellent and <0.45 is 
poor. 

Similarly %Alcons stands for Percentage Articulation Loss of Consonants. Here 0% indicates 
perfect clarity, and 15% is the maximum allowable 10ss48. 

4.7. Echoes 
An echo is a detrimental effect that is present in some poorly designed halls49

. Normally the 
reflections in a hall arrive in such quick succession that they are not individually identifiable and 
they form a single cohesive sound. If however a particular reflection is much louder than the other 
reflections arriving at that time, then it will be heard by the listener as a unique sound. 

Echoes detract significantly from a musical performance, since they break the cohesiveness of 
the piece and depending on the direction from which the echo arrives may also confuse the 
listener aboutthe direction of the sound source, 

Echoes can be caused by a reflective focusing surface located some distance away from the 
listener. Sound reaching such a surface will arrive at the listener some time after the direct sound, 
yet because it has undergone only one reflection will be relatively stronger than the other 
reflections which have undergone multiple reflections from the closer surfaces (Figure 6). The 
listener will thus hear the reflection as an echo. 
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Figure 6: An example of an echo 

To identify echoes it is necessary to visually inspect the impulse response curve for reflections 
that are have a substantially greater intensity than the surrounding reflections. As an example 

consider the me?sured impulse response graph in FigUrE!_7_'iiiiiiii. -"l;;;;;;----' 

Figure 7: A Measured Impulse Response Graph showing Echoes 

This measurement was taken directly beneath the dome in the Jameson Hall, with speaker and 
microphone beneath the dome. The dome causes a focusing effect, so that a large amount of 
sound energy is directed beneath it. This sound reflects to the floor and back to the dome, where 
it is again focused to the center of the dome (see 16.8 for a detailed explanation of the effect of 
the dome). 
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In 7 anum ber of reflections can be seen at 1 175ms and 
others. Each of these r""tl"'l'tlnrl~ can be heard as an echo if one stands beneath the dome and 

The cUl'Yll.IllIlY of echoes is 5UIJltf';Uv'e. Sometimes an echo will disturb one person and not 
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Figure 8: An example of a 3D Measurement Presentation 

This graph shows the values on the Z-axis at the left hand side, ranging in this case from 3.8 to 
4.5. The graph data has been interpolated from a number of discrete measurements to the 
continuous graph seen by the SigmaPlot software program. Also shown on the graph are the 
actual data values, indicated by black dots, with projection lines to the XY plane. It is apparent 
that the interpolated and physical data match up. 

On the XY plane is a representation of the Jameson hall , which is shown in plan view in Figure 9. 
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H ,II D iagrarn - F!1 

Figure 10: Measurement Positions in the Main Hall Area 

Figure 10 shows only the measurement positions in the main part of the hall. Measurements in 
the balcony and below the balcony in the entrance hall are shown separately in Figure 11 and 
Figure 12 respectively. 

Figure 11: Measurement Positions on the Balcony 
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Figure 12: Measurement Positions under the Balcony 

In the measurements in the later sections measurement results from receiver positions taken in 
the balcony are titled 'Balcony' while those from underneath the balcony in the entrance area are 
titled 'Under Balcony'. 

The microphone for all these measurements was 1.3 meters above the surface the measurement 
was taken on . 

5.3. RT60(500Hz) and EDT(Pass) Measurements 
The measurements of RT60(500Hz) and EDT(Pass band) are the primary means of predicting 
reverberance, which is the most common initial indication of the acoustical quality ofthe hall (see 
4.1). 

5.3.1. Average Reverberation Measurements 
Table 1 shows the maximum, minimum and average values for these two measurements as 
taken throughout the hall with the source as in Figure 12. 

Table 1: Global Reverberation Times 

RT60(500Hz) EDT(Pass) 
Max 4.45s 4.28s 
Min 4.05s 3.78s 
Average 4.21s 4.00s 
The minimum and maximum values range by about O.4s, which is a significant variation. (see 
4.1.2.3). Also the EDT values are about O.2s less than the RT60 values, as opposed to being 
O.2s higher as is common (see again 4.1.2.3). 

5.3.2. Specific Measurements for RT60(500Hz) 
Figure 13 and Figure 14 both show a 3D plot of RT60(50DHz). Figure 13 shows values for the 
balcony while Figure 14 shows figures for below the balcony. In other respects they are the same, 
except for being at slightly different viewing angles. 
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Figure 13: RT60 Measurements (with the Balcony) 
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RT60(500Hz) with Under Balcony 
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3.8 

Figure 14: RT60 Measurements (with the area below the balcony) 

The variation in reverberation between most parts of the hall is not large (",,0 .2s). However 
towards the rear of the hall in the entrance area the reverberation reaches its maximum. The 
reverberation in the balcony is comparatively low. The alcoves to the left and right have lowest 
reverberation times. 

5.3.3. Specif ic Measurements for EDT(Pass Band) 
Early Decay Time (EDT) measured the reverberation that occurs shortly after the direct sound. 
This means that the variation in early reflections is reflected by these measurements. 
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As in the previous section (Section 5.3.2) Figure 15 and Figure 16 are two similar measurements 
for EDT, with Figure 15 showing balcony measurements and Figure 16 showing measurements 
below the balcony. 

Reverberation 
ime (5) 

EDT(Pass) with Balcony 

4.25 ~-----------------~ 

4.00 

3.75 

3.50 +-......... 

Figure 15: EDT Measurements (with the Balcony) 
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EDT(Pass) with under Balcony 

Figure 16: EDT Measurements (with the area below the balcony) 

Again the rear of the hall has a longer reverberation . A second peak, that of the measurement 
directly under the center of the dome, has also occurred. 

The alcoves have the lowest EDT values, indicating that these areas lack early reflections. In 
general the central parts of the hall have higher EDT values than the sides. 

5.4. sri Measurements 
STI, or Speech Transmission Index was discussed earlier in 4.6. This is a number from 0 to 1, 
where 1 is excellent and <0.45 is poor. 
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Figure 17: STI Measurements (with the Balcony) 
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Figure 18: STI Measurements (with the Entrance Area) 

The graphs show that speech intelligibility is generally consistent. Under the balcony, where the 
reverberation was highest, the speech intelligibility is lowest. 

A very dominant peak can be seen at a pOint just in front of the speaker on the hall floor. Here the 
speech intelligibility is fair. 

Figure 19 (with balcony) and Figure 20 (under balcony) show 3D graphs for %Alcons. Again two 
different views are shown. 
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Figure 19: %Alcons Measurements (with the Balcony) 
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Figure 20: %Alcons Measurements (with the Entrance Area) 

There is more variation in the %Alcons graphs, with a large decrease in speech intelligibility 
under the balcony. 

5.5. Clarity Measurements 
Four clarity measurements exist, C50, cao, Oeutlichkeit (0) and Center Time (Ts), as discussed 
previously (see 4.2). 
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Figure 21: C50 Measurements (with the Balcony) 
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Figure 22: CSO Measurements (with the Entrance Area) 

As in the STI and %Alcons measurements, a very clear area is found in front of the speaker on 
the hall floor. The opposite side of the stage has a correspondingly very low G50. 

5.6. Discussion of Measurement Results 
In the graphs which have been presented above a few distinct areas have been isolated. 
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Figure 23: Ray Paths from a Receiver near the Stage 

The blue cross is the measurement point and the red cross is the source point. Because of the 
nature of the ray tracing process required to draw these graphs the ray paths, shown as dark line, 
appear to come from the receiver. The direction of the ray paths was obtained from directional 
measurements in the Jameson Hall. These were performed using the TEF system and give the 
direction of arrival of individual reflections. 

The receiver point of interest is slightly closer to the right of the stage than shown in Figure 23 but 
the reflection paths would be similar. It can therefore be seen that the sound can reflect from the 
surfaces close to the source on the right of the stage and thereby provide many early reflections 
to the receiver as expected . 

5.6.4. Left and Right Alcoves 
The alcoves at the sides of the hall have generally lower EDT values, though normal RT60 times. 
They also have lower speech intelligibility and clarity ratings. This indicates a lack of early 
reflections arriving to this area, which being early do not affect the RT60 values but do decrease 
the C50 ratios and simila rly the STI and %Alcon measurements. 

5.6.5. General Comments on Acoustical Areas in 
Jameson Hall 
The importance of early reflections in determining the different acoustical areas has been 
demonstrated . In the main area of the hall , which is shaped roughly as a cube, reflecting surfaces 
are necessarily far from most positions in the hall. Also the presence of curved surfaces that do 
not distribute sound evenly through the hall. 

The sound field in the ha ll is not diffuse, meaning that listeners in different parts of the hall will 
experience different sound qualities. This, as will be seen later in the computer simulation section, 
is an important limitation in simulating room acoustics . 

5.7. Frequency Response Measurements 
The average values for RT60 at octave frequencies from 125Hz to 4kHz is shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Measured RT60 times versus Frequency 

Low and high frequency reverberation is shorter than mid-frequency. At low frequencies this is 
explained by the many wood surfaces in the hall, a material which typically absorbs low frequency 
sound. At high frequencies air absorption predominates, which decreases the reverberation times 
at these frequencies (see 4.5). 

To modify the frequency response curve of the hall it would be necessary to decrease low and 
high frequency sound absorption, or to increase mid-frequency absorption. The absorptive effect 
of an audience, which decreases the overall reverberation times, would influence this choice. 

5.B. Conclusions on Physical Room Acoustics 
Relationships can be found between objective (measurable) and subjective (perceived) qualities 
of sounds as heard in rooms. The relationships are well documented although research is 
continuously being done to improve the understanding of these relationships. 

The Jameson Hall, the acoustics of which were measured, has an exceptionally high 
reverberation time and similarly low clarity when empty. Also, possibly due to the curved surfaces 
in the hall, the sound field is not diffuse. This means that different parts of the hall experience a 
different sound quality because of the nature in which the hall reflects the sound. 

In some parts of the hall, particularly near the front of the stage when the sound source is atthe 
right of the stage, have a significantly higher clarity and speech intelligibility. Also the smaller area 
underneath the balcony causes this space to have noticeably different acoustics. 
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7. PHYSICAL ROOM ACOUSTICS 
Before explaining the simulation techniques it is necessary to begin with the fundamentals of 
room acoustics on a physical level. The information in this section may be found in any acoustics 
textbook , for example 'Fundamentals of Acoustics,.55 

7.1. Sound in General 
Any complex sound, such as that produced by a violin or even a car engine , can be broken down 
into a certain number of simple sine waves. Each of these sine waves has its own frequency and 
amplitude, and the exact combination of the component sine waves characterises the sound. 
Typically the relative amplitudes of the component sine waves also change with time. For 
example the decay of a piano note that is heard when the note is held down is due to a general 
decrease in amplitude of the component sine waves over time. Since each wave decreases at a 
different rate the sound of the piano note also changes as it decays. 

7.2. Sound Waves in One Dimension 
Sound waves produced by a source radiate in all directions away from the source, like ripples in a 
pond, albeit in three dimensions. It is possible to restrict and thereby simplify this motion to one 
dimension by confining the sound to a long tube . If the tube is correctly constructed (see 7.2.2), 
the sound will only travel along the length of the tube . 

7.2.1. Sound Wave in an Open Tube 
Ifthe tube is infinitely long in one direction and a sound source is placed at the other, and the 
source produces a sound of a single frequency, then a measurement of the sound pressure at a 
particular point will produce a graph similar to that shown in Figure 25. (The units of the graph are 
irrelevant and ma be i nored. 

J ,l 

v( I) 0 

_-0999999 I L-_u........_-u"'--_~'----' 
o 10 ~o 

Ii 20 

Figure 25:Sound Pressure in an Open Tube 

Figure 25 shows the typical sinusoidal shape of a single frequency sound wave. 

The formula for the pressure of such a wave is p(x,t) = poei(wt-kx) . OJ is the frequency of the 

sound in rad/s and k is a constant indicating the phase of the wave. (The exact values of the 
wave shown are unimportant for this example.) The sign separating the two parts ofthe exponent 
indicate the wave direction. If it is positive the wave is traveling in the negative x direction and 
visa versa. 

A useful measure of the 'strength' of the sound wave is called intensity and is defined as the 
average sound energy flowing per second across an imaginary surface orientated perpendicular 
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to the wave direction .56 The formula for intensity is J = pv = Prms ,where p is the 
Poc 

instantaneous pressure of the wave and v is the velocity of the wave. The bars indicate the time 
average of the quantity. 

The ratio E is called the characteristic impedance of the medium and is equal to Poc, where c 
v 

is the speed of sound in the medium and Po is the static value of the gas density. Poc is a 

constant for all frequencies for a medium under particular conditions. 

Intensity is usually written as a decibel figure, obtained from Idb=1 O·'og(lJlref), where 'ref is usually 
10-12W/m2

. 

7.2.2. Tube Construction 
In order for the sound wave to travel only in the x-axis the diameter of the tube must be much 
smaller that the wavelength of the sound. A wave traveling only in one direction is called a plane 
wave, since any plane perpendicular to the direction of travel has a constant phase. 57 

7.2.3. Sound Wave in a Closed Tube 
If the tube is now closed and a continuous sound produced, the sound wave produced by the 
source will reflect from the opposite close side of the tube and interfere with the forward traveling 
wave. Figure 26 shows such a case, where the reflected wave (Y2, in blue) has a different phase 
to the incident wave (y, in red). The incident wave is that produced by the sound source. The 
measured wave is now the sum of the pressures of the incident and reflected wave and is shown 
as Ysum 0n green) . 

1.75517 '" , \ 

y( t) 

y 2( t) 0 

Y ,um( t) 

-1.75516 
2 

0 10 20 

() 2U 

Figure 26: Standing Wave Pressure in a Closed Tube 

The combined wave (Ysum) is called a standing wave. Different phase relationships will produce 
different standing waves, with different amplitudes and phase. For example if the reflected and 
incident waves have opposite phases then they will cancel out and no sound will be measured. 

7.2.4. Resonance in a Closed Tube 
If the phase of the incident and reflected wave match exactly then a standing wave with very 
large amplitude will result. This is called a resonant condition. Standing waves, where they occur, 
dominate the sound field even if the sound source produces other sine waves. The study of 
standing waves is thus very important. 
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If the tube is closed at both ends and neither end influences the phase of the wave, then 
resonance will occur whenever the length of the tube (I) is an integer multiple of half a 

. nA ~ 
wavelength, I.e. I = - , n=1 ,2,3... . 

2 

In such cases the pressure of the standing wave will be a maximum at the ends of the tube. 

If the tube is closed at both ends (still with a sound source at one end), and each end may 
introduce a phase change to the wave, then the wave will reflect from both ends in a particular 
manner along the length of the tube. There will always be some lengths of the tube (length I) 
which cause the phase of the waves be equal and therefore to cause maximum amplitude of the 
standing wave and therefore resonance. This condition of 'Round Trip with Matched Phase,59 

occurs for frequencies with In = ~(n + YU.) J' where Yu. ) is the total phase change 
21 21r n 

introduced by the two reflecting surfaces, and n is any positive integer. 

7.2.5. Impedance of the Reflecting Surface 
A phase change in the reflected wave as referred to in 7.2.4 may occur because of the properties 
of the reflecting surface. The properties of a surface are described by its impedance, which is a 
complex number Z. Z describes the phase relationship between the incident and reflected wave, 
and also the absorption of the sound energy by the surface. 

In the previous examples the reflecting surface was tacitly assumed to reflect the wave without 
loss of energy. In all real cases however some energy is lost to the reflecting surface (see 7.2.6), 
and the reflected wave has a lower energy than the incident wave. 

If the sound source is switched off and the sound is allowed to reflect off both ends of the tube 
then the energy density in the tube will decrease with each reflection with the ends of the tube. A 
graph of this deca rate will be an inverse exponential graph, as shown in Figure 27. 

w deca1 t) 0. 5 

cO. 135335, 0 L...-_ _ '--__ '--_----' 

o 10 20 30 

.0 20 .. 

Figure 27: Decay Curve of a Standing Wave 

A similar decay can be seen in an impulse response graph and it is for the same reason. For 
example see Figure 2 where the y-axis is a log scale and so an exponential decay is seen as a 
straight decay. 
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surface absorbs a ..... r' ... "'I"1"" .... 
sound is converted into heat 
and also movement of the sound wave. 

the surface is 
,h,u, .. int n 

a varies between 1 for a ,.."""nl",,1'<::I,I,, ""Ih"',... .. hi .. 'n 

a is 

z . 
--IS 

to the Imr\Prl,::In('~p Z a 

<!ne>l'ifi .... acoustic .mr,,,,,rI:::lInr',,,, of the material. 

with most 

+1 

prclpagatl0n The same as were 
rlln'l/CIrlC!lrln can to 3 In to retain 

rI.rrl/CIn"Unr\.::t lx, Iy and Iz is described. Also all the walls of the 
occurs. 

1. 

waves can 

It was seen in certain Ipn,nttl.::t resonant would 
occur. Similar resonant conditions can occur room and each of these resonant 
.::tt:::II'lliirln waves is a 'normal mode for which a mode exists in 
the room is called a normal 

as in the normal modes occur when 1 = - , or 
2 

c 
. The 

lC!f:::llln .... "" I in this case is the the wave. 
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m<::tp,",n then the normal 

can each be an 

o. 
.... n'fTD':::"'r'''' ... I''' to a that wi!! a resonant 

re(~tallglJlal room. 

ny, normal Since there are also more 
1'",.,...1"\"1"1<>1,.,,,, • ., of numbers than low numbers there will be more modes for a 
range than for a low one. Therefore the modal response will be for 

",,,.nrl,nl"l wave consists of 
of the wave. 

!n!:ltf'hinn occurs atthe end of every 

waves that travel around the room in a 
of the wave must be ne!ce~;sa 

of the wave. 

To illustrate normal ofthe room a room mode is described. If 

on 

,1 then the z-axis can be ct""nninn wave is in the x- and 
y-axes. 

28 shows the direction of travel wave fronts up the wave. 

28: Movement a Wave in a KeCUilnQ Room 

A contour map of the pressure ofthe wave seen from above is shown in 
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29: Contour of the Pressure of a Wave in a R,.",t~'nn Room 

The maximum pressure of the wave occurs the comers with a pressure node at the center of 
the room. The numbers indicate relative sound pressure. 

Since there is zero .-.<;,,,,,,,,u, in the center ofthe room, this mode cannot be excited a sound 
at pm;;ltIoln C:nnVAI'l'::Alv if the sound source is in the corner of the room 

will be excited to the fu II est. 

waves have a node at the center of the room, but all modes have a pressure 
comers ofthe room, Therefore a sound source in any corner of a room 

can nnl,gOTl"" excite all the modes of the room. 

If the then the modes will be weakened 
reflection from the walls. Therefore sound source is turned the modes will at a 

~n'~nrln"'rlf'V of the walls and the number of reflections 

A wave that on average 
than a wave that reflects twice 
oV<>I'lf"",lo if the room has one 

.nl1''''''''''''''''' one reflection every millisecond will 
mIIUSf~C(,"a if the walls have the same ~h':::nl"h"'lll"\1 

the ""t""nninn 

will slower than the 

The ('lunnlj:>Yj:> formula for the pressure of a . The firstterm is 

the maximum pressure of the wave end is on the measurement The second 
term describes the oscillation of the weve, where is the of the oscillation in rad/s. 

The last term describes the of the wave where k is the constant of the wave and 
l1ol""",r,l1<> on the ofthe wave, 

If constant a mode is 

k 62, /) refers to the 
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of incidence of the standing wave on each surface of the room for each axis and can be obtained 

from n( ~ kcos9, (similarly for y and z) and k' ~ n2[ (;: r + [;; r +( ;: n 
7.3.5. Multiple Modes in a Rectangular Room 
If the sound source does not produce a single frequency sound, but rather a large band of 
frequencies, and it is placed in the corner of the room, then all the room modes in the frequency 
range of the sound source will be excited. These excited modes will dominate the sound in the 
room because of their excessive resonant sound pressure. 

Figure 30 shows a graph of the instantaneous pressure of two modes with different frequencies 
and different decay rates at a position in an arbitrary room. 

m 1(1) 

o , 
I , 1r 

"-1. 81 059, -2L---J.---'---L..~~-'--"-..l..--'---' 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

o 20 

Figure 30: Two modes with different decay times 

The mode indicated in red has a faster decay rate and a larger initial intensity than the mode in 
blue. The difference in frequency is for visual distinction only and has no direct bearing on the 
decay rate. 

If the instantaneous pressure of these two modes is added together as shown in Figure 31 then it 
can be seen that at first the decay rate is a combination of the two modes but after the first mode 
has deca ed si nificantl the second mode's decay rate dominates. 

, 5 r------,-------, 
"~ , 

m sum ( l ) 

o 

- 3 
o 

o 
10 20 

20 

Figure 31: Interference between two modes with different decay times 
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All the excited modes in the room at a time make up the sound field in the room. If an 
response measurement is in the room, and the I"'nlrTA~:n~,nf1lnf'! 

room mode are made similar transfer 
should be obtained. 

notes however that it is very that the room 
obliec·ts are in the room. deviation from these 
between the measured and In the 

and that no 
will result in a poor correlation 

that was available for the 
measu rements for this thesis such c:tri" .. n,<>nt .... ""man"", could not be attained. Therefore a 
correlation is not with the measured 

The room that was measured is the reverberation room on the 
It is with dimensions and 

"",0.,1"1,,.1"1 from the are rI.,,'uu,"' .... up 
IAn,I"'I"',C::; but are not effective below 125Hz. 

A measured 
modes up to 1 

was taken in the room, band limited to 125Hz. Also all 
the room acoustics simulation program RoWena. 

between the calculated and measured 
some similarities were found. 32 shows small nnrl1nr,c::t 

with the same scale. The measured is above 
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Inten 
sity 
(dB) 

Time (s) 

Figure 32: Comparison between measured and calculated impulse response graphs in a 
simple rectangular room. 

It is clear that the two graphs are significantly different. Although it is possible with some 
imagination to see similarities, these in no way give confidence in the calculated modal response 
curve as a useful prediction model. 

The discrepancies are assumed to come primarily from irregularities in the measurement room, 
these being chiefly air conditioning gaps, general lack of sealing , and the presence of a large 
speaker used as the sound source. If all these could be remedied, and some independent 
verification ofthe RoWena calculation model could be made, then a better correlation should be 
obtained as explained by Cremer64

. 
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room it is difficult to obtain a calculated 
response curve. An Imrlrn\JI'On t'nr'rl'OI:~tin could be obtained with more controlled and accurate 

unrealistic situation all the less useful. ro,.,,,,,"TC but 

are very 
m<'lttllem'atilcaliV This section "''''I'\r''''''t'r,,:: • ., 

realistic rooms, as a to 
room acoustics. 

room differs from a room in that surfaces are not or 
to each other. Thus modes of the described the in 7 .3 are not 

oo5.S101e Also the surfaces of the room introduce to the sound reflected from 
them and even scatter the sound in various directions. 

PO~ssllt>le to m~,th,"m",t~,...",lhl describe the sound since the "'I'O"m,,,trv 
",nl'\rnlrim,,,,tj,,n<:: and statistical methods 

I 
Just as in a room, modes occur in an 
many of them and involve all of incidence 

room. However there are so 
the walls that a sound source 

11'T<:." .. I<>r room excites many many that a sound with even a 
m£lnl'.(t which travel in all directions. 

iHor there are two 
between them which will above the sound field of 

often the case in real rooms but it is a from the 

r"'''''l''nlnn a are .. "',.,1"1" ...... 1\1 

can be treated 
energy addition of all the wave 

n"".rrOt'Tn, diffuse sound field it is not 
to the 

!':t""nninn waves become 

The UIIIU~IVlly of the sound field makes statistical methods of .m.\"n'",,.,1' and 
wave since the effects of and are less 
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nnriN::ont Even where the room is 
is often more accurate than 

means is n"".:o;rI""rt to obtain r""~.<U"\,"",lkl,,, 

the .rn."'flr,n of a 

is the 

sound 

for next 
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establlishE~d that it is 
acoustics of a room, it is nec:e~lary 
known. 

NO"O,.,.,'1,"":.I"I from 

nrnnr;::!m a 
concentrated on 

use curved 
thesis is based 

it is 
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9. GEOMETRICAL ACOUSTICS I RAYS 
Geometrical acoustics refers to an approach to acoustics where sound waves are assumed to be 
entities with no phase and therefore are unable influence each other in any way. These simplified 
sound waves are called rays. A formal definition of ray is a "line everywhere perpendicular to the 
surfaces of constant phase of a sound wave.,,75 

Instead of spreading like sound waves as they travel away from a source or reflection point, rays 
travel in straight lines. Figure 33 shows different instants of a sound wave (the circles) and some 
corresponding sound rays, where each ray represents an infinitely small piece of the sound wave. 
Ideally therefore an infinite number of rays are needed to approximate the shape of the complete 
sound wave, which of course is im ossible. 

Figure 33: Illustration of Rays in a Sound Field 

Ideally rays reflect from surfaces according to Lenz's law. This law states that the angle of 
reflection equals the an Ie of incidence, as in Fi ure 34. 

Incident ray 

Reflected ray 

Figure 34: Lenz's Law of Specular Reflection 

However irregularities in the surface of an order comparable to the wavelength of the incident 
sound, as is usually the case in reality, mean that this perfectly specular reflection rarely occurs. 

It is not only the size of the irregularities of the surface that are important. If the entire surface is 
small compared to the wavelength of the sound incident on it, then the sound will diffract around 
the surface. Geometrical acoustics has no means of Simulating this complicated process, and so 
diffraction cannot be simulated. 
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9.1. Frequencies of Relevance for Geometrical 
Acoustics 
Geometrical acoustics strictly only applies when the reflecting surface size is large compared to 
the wavelength of the sound. At 500Hz, which is the middle of the range of useful room acoustic 
frequencies, the wavelength of sound is 68cm. This is neither large nor small compared to typical 
room surfaces. Above this frequency, for example at 2kHz (A.=17cm), the wavelength may be 
considered sma" compared to the room surfaces. Below, for example at 125Hz where A.=2.5m, 
the wavelength is typically large compared to the room sUrfaces76 

In spite of these requirements geometrical acoustics is used regardless of the shape and size of 
the hall. 

9.2. Simulating using Ray Tracing 
The use of rays in simulating acoustics is called ray tracing. This term, along with much of the 
theory, was borrowed from optics. More information on ray tracing may be found in any good 
optics textbook. 

In ray tracing a large number of rays are used to represent a sound wave produced by a source. 
These rays are produced one by one and allowed to travel around the computer room model. At 
each surface in the model they reflect according to Lenz's law and consequently change 
direction. Each time they pass a measurement point their strength and time of arrival is recorded 
on a graph. This process is shown in Figure 35 that shows a few rays, one of which wi" reach the 
measurement point (also called the receiver) . 

Figure 35: Multiple Rays in the presence of a Receiver 

The strength ofthe ray which is recorded by the receiver is dependent on the number of 
reflections of the ray from the surfaces in the room model , on absorption by the air which is 
dependent on the distance traveled, and spreading, which is also dependent on the distance 
traveled . Each of these calculations is a simple one. (see Appendix A). 

The resultant simulated impulse response graph looks similar to that shown in Figure 36 . 
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Figure 36: Example of a Simulated Impulse Response Graph 

If this graph is compared to one of the earlier measured impulse response graphs, it is clear that 
a significantly smaller number of reflections have been recorded in the simulation graph. However 
the distinctive decay slope is visible and reverberation times can be obtained from it. The 
accuracy of the objective quantities obtained from such a simple simulation method is usually 
poor and some modifications must be made to improve the accuracy. 

The interested reader may wish to refer to appendix 0 for a proof of the mathematical 
equivalence of ray tracing to the Sabine Formula. 

9.3. Mixing Time/Diffusion 
Much reference has been made to the importance of a diffuse sound field in the simulation 
methods (see 7.4.3). Another way of looking at diffusion is to use the concept of mixing time, 
which was developed from the mathematical theory of ray tracing. This theory is called billiard 
theory, named after the game. 

In billiard theory, mixing time is defined as the time after which two rays with initially similar paths 
are seen to be independent and uncorrelated.77 As shown in Figure 37, two rays with similar initial 
directions will follow similar paths. However these paths will slowly diverge as they hit different 
surfaces due to their slight difference in trajectory. This difference will increase until such time as 
they are uncorrelated. The time for this to occur is called the mixing time. 
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room. 

37: Two 

reoeM~r never receives too 
""n,iO>rt"lIV of a sound wave. 
too low. 
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' .. "n ...... Mirrored Room Path 

ina 
into the mirror rooms and so the number 

i 
If the number 

which of 

sources dMded 

the surface. 

More irnr\ .... ri<>nt,l" 

rooms 

.If is small I"nnnnl:l,rM to t then 

= 

If the volume of the room is V. then the also of any mirror is 
contained within volume number mirror rooms per time 
t. and each mirror room r.nrT~Q.nnr'rlQ r""fl,""I"1'inn it is also the of 
r~tl,~I,nn!:t per t, 
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Therefore the ex[)ectea reflections is ---, where dNldt is the rate 

of arrival of reflections at time 

, where N is the number of rays simulated and c 
1 

The rate of occurance of reflections is 

of sound, I is the mean free of a ray, which is calculated as 

I = - This is the average distance the ray may travel in a 
S 

diffuse sound field before 

r",tl,,, .. ,'11nn from a 

but this occurs. For the Jameson with a volume of 

e)(J:)ected reflections after one second is 74000 per 
of a ray in the hall is and so the number of rays 

n""n<l:~1V is 7200 rays. This is a reasonable number of 

In cases where the number of rays is not I"nr"o....r one could """'I'I1nIUthe onh,.n'>ltv of each 

reClelV~m ray the ratio of in order to correct their n""'ni;::",, This would ensure the 

content of the simulated response would be correct this does no 
t",nnnr\r",1 accuracy of the simulation. 

sources are in the 
sound field is diffuse, This 

olr,"<>I'II\I been stated is """"'"'!IV 
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ray is . A more detailed 

<::Alun",nlr<:: The of the ray starts at the simulated 
spl~clflC direction such that the directions of all the rays simulated 

The program then rI"",t"''''1'n,r,'',,:> 
intersect. The intersection 
and also the start 
direction which is calculated 
section 62. 

The simulated source has a certain set to 1 Each of 
the many is also this initial It would appear from this that the of 

source is the number of rays times the initial source which would be incorrect. 
However because is included in the final ray calculation the energy is 
corrected. 

1 
ei" .. £'n .... '"" ofthe ray is calculated as 

, where I is the distance that the ray has traveled to the rec:el\ire 

the source is taken into account. 

1 
reflects has a certain associated with it. This 

"''\truc'""", .. '" as an coefficient that is identical to the normal 
to real surface materials The of a ray after "A'tlcl'tm 

from a surface is thus 

1 
After each reflection the simulation program determines whether the ray will intersect a receiver. 
If it does then the ray and time of arrival is recorded on the receiver's 
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response. The time of arrival of the 
to the receiver divided the 

UU"~"'V obvious that if the receiver were m.",r."iV 

if would be detected 

An "'"Ir.~m'nl'" of the resultant 
36. 

A sound wave does not leave 
sound used in the 
wave. This means 
.. ." .. nn" .. ." curve to 

the ray 

has in 
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1 
The second nrirn~I'\1 
cause too 
the receM'!r 
it 

n ... ::o-!!',.~ one of which is not seen a ray 

not ""''''''''1\,'''' sound retllectea middle 
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11. 

Reference was also 
which could be 

However the number 
be "'OI".O .. ".to(f 

41: ~eiCOI!la~IrV Snll"~A l'IirAl~th,itv 

late 

towards a receiver 

"'I-'<=,. ... ulal l'IirAl"tinn does not towards the receiver 
the purposes of the source model 
the this last ray is 
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number of reflections are CJeltecteCJ the receiver in this way, which is useful in that 
a small number of rays a dense simulated response can be 
The energy simulated IIIJIJII'OO::< response curved will however be too and must 

corrected. 

DO:SSIIOle for a to 
the surfaces ofthe ray. ray 

After nn<,m".n and direction of 
means, as was lOYr,l<>il"llOrl that any 
any initial ray Therefore whether a 

lnl"nrr,,,,I"'t is in fact 

ray is unrelated to its initial rlir,o,,...tinn 

PO!$ItlCIO in the hall could stallisti(;a 
is valid or not is 

As was discussed in 9.4 it is to calculate the number of reflections 
that will occur in a room. The ratio of this number to the number reflections the 

the which each ray in the C:lO'~nn,rl<>,ru 

The ratio is ---, where the are as described in section 9.4, This formula is 

"<>n<>'''''''nT on the number of rays simulated and the volume I ). 

It is are detected that the of any 
Also this more so than the basic ray 1ror',nn .... "',thr.rI 

and non-diffuse sound fields. 

The entire basis of a 
Iffi('ilOl"It number of ae'[ectea 

However in the case of rooms with different spaces, such as ,",UlUJI<'U areas below a it 
may be feasible to use the nature of the ray process to relax the diffuse 

If instead of each source ray to be detected the 
is made that a direct line of must exist between the last and the receiver. 
Thus such as "'un,.,",, and fronts could sound to some areas of the 

This defeats the aC(~ell'tarlce 
results that demonstrate 

this modification to 
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.,'''''·nn'rI<:I' .... 1 source will not show """I~,""",,, 
receivers. The basic 

to show echoes on 
imrlnrt!:lnt in 

where such characteristics as 
can be determined accurate 
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12 
A response consists of a direct sound and rln,,,,,,,llu reflections. 

response 2. 

these reflections is imlnnl-t""'flt a round robin test hosted 
Vorlander in which those simulation nrr,,..r,,,I"If'.<> cn,.,.,-,.,h,-,.<,lIu found exact 
"1"1'"",,1.011 consistent accurate oredictioflS 

to determine the ray of reflections. 

on the direction of its reflections from the surfaces it If 
as is the case for this then it is ool$5II::lIe 

from a source from a sequence 
of and then to a receiver if such a lfthe reflections are not 
but scattered then such a method cannot be used. 

sources have been eXiplained 
m"''''IInn Some of the 
hn."",'t.clrl on here. Mirror 
and will be 1"'I1'.c'",,,,nt,,,,n 

Dln."",,.,,l1lY B. An alternative method suitable for 
is a mathematical that was 

more may be found 
curved surfaces is described in 15.5. 

A better method is to use the normal ray 
reflection to determine whether a valid 

of su rfaces. In this 
those with a 

nrnct'Q<;"'''' and then examine each 
the receiver could be obtained 

of the total ray 

reflection of a ray the "exact ray method is invoked. If a valid 
Delwe,en source and receiver then its energy is ~C;:CC:H'lI'IAfl to the relevant ':un'l'II'.::IfIQ,n 

After a certain of ray I the defau It simUlation method is 
which is either basic ray method or <;tAt'.nnn:l:llI'Vsources. This time should 

be to the time. However because methods do not find 
a few as can be seen in the is 
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in room acoustic nrnnr:::lmc::;to 

source to receiver. 

mirrored source 

t .. """"'f, ............ rI into source's 

mirrored source room 

is the mirror of the room on the mirrored 

Now the n ... ,.,' ...... ' • ., 44 
shows a rooms. 
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"'''''-.... n,rI<:I'r\1 source 
re,.""""",.. but all 

when are smooth 
case in real rooms, and some 

The manner in which the reflected sound is scattered 1'1",,.. .. ,,,..,10 
on the and also on the the 
can 

so. 

For n.::>rrIS>l"Y'1\1 "'f~!:Itt,""nn,1'1 be used to how much 
45 shows such a case, where a 

direction e is shown. 

A small area dS on the surface is illuminated sound such that it has 10 to illuminate the 
entire on the surface. At the amount of "''''''.r .... ' ' reoelVE!a 

...... ,.,,"" .... '1"1""' ... ""1 to the pro"ected area of dS. Thus ""''-''d"nr,n 
the while r~I::>I\Jlrln 
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surface at 
... ""' .... ~,~ for sound incident on the area, and so if is the incident energy on the 

the reflected energy will be l:So(l;:)C:OSjrf;CC'Sti. 

it is more called a rule since it describes 
o", .. ""rinr .. "nt,,,,1 rather than derived, 

"'f"'''Tt~.nnin surface breaks up the incident seund a number ef nell-SI:>e(:u directiens. It is 
pe5iSIDIe to' each ef these directiens since the number ef rays reauirE,d weuld be 

with each reflection, 

It is however to simulate any 
the reflection some amount en the 
The ofthe reflected direction is then determined 

",,-.·,,,ft.,rir.n surface is not accounted for and thus 

1 
As described in 13.1 a n""lrTP,'TIV <::(,l"tt~.rin,n surface scatters sound in all directions. Therefore the 
simulated scattered directien can be twO' randem numbers 
the and elevatien efthe reflected ray. The ofthe ray would then be ... <:,,"' ... ,""'<:, .... 
Lambert's Law. 

Mowe'ver since most the surface 
Lambert's and the limited number rays which are to 
within the same time it is mere to' cheose a reflectien with prclbablllty 
based en Lambert's Law and leave the ef the ray 

a diffusion is 
measurable and its use is restricted to roem 

the exact choice efvalue for any surface ,..",,,no,,,.,,,, 
ef which there are a number. 

Hewever in the diffusion ceefficientvaries between 0, for a smooth surface 
with no and 1 for a surface that scatters to' Lambert's Law. Since surfaces 

scatter sound different ameunts en the of the incident a 
coefficient each ef interest attributed to the surface. 

Note that the diffusion coefficient dees net describe the exact nature of the from the 
the ameunt Its choice is based on trial and error 
a model. 
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is 

visa versa" 
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14. COMPARISON OF SIMULATION MODEL WITH THE 
ODEON ROOM ACOUSTIC SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The ODEON room acoustic simulation program is reputed to be an accurate predictor of most 
room acoustical quantities

96
• For this reason it has been chosen as a benchmark of the accuracy 

of the simulation model created for this thesis, and described above. 

Only a demo version of the program was available, which is limited by the particular rooms that 
can be simulated. 

14.1.Room Model 
The room model that was simulated is shown in Figure 46 (from RoWena) and also in Figure 47 
(from ODEON). 

+ co 
Figure 46: Top and Left views of the sample auditorium by RoWena 

Figure 47: Isometric view of the sample auditorium by ODEON 
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The room is essentially a simplified auditorium with raked seating and an angled ceiling above the 

stage. 

14.2.Surface Materials 
The choice of surface materials was essentially arbitrary, since the room model is not based on a 

real life building. The chosen surface materials and associated absorption coefficients are shown 

in Table 4. 

Table 4: Absorption Coefficients of surfaces in the sample room 

Material 125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz 

Floors Wood (Joists) 0.15 

Walls Wood (Facing) 0.25 

Ceilings Concrete 0.01 

0.11 

0.15 

0.01 

14. 3. Simulation Results 

0.1 

0.1 

0.01 

0.07 0.06 0.07 

0.09 0.08 0.07 

0.02 0.02 0.02 

The exact workings of the ODEON program are unknown, and many of the settings cannot be 

adjusted. For example the simulation is always performed using secondary sources. However 

effects such as diffusion and edge diffraction were turned off. 

Two simulations were made using the RoWena program, one with ray tracing (30000 rays) and 

the second with secondary sources (500 rays) . 

The RT60 reverberation times for all the simulations, including the calculated Eyring reverberation 

times, are shown in Figure 48. 'Ray Traced' and 'Secondary Source' are as simulated by 

RoWena. 
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Figure 48: Simulated Results in the Sample Auditorium 

The ODEON and RoWena ray traced results are within 0.5s of the calculated Eyring 
reverberation times, except at 125Hz. The secondary source times simulated by RoWena are at 
least 1.5s longer than the Eyring results. 

For the Eyring calculated reverberation times to be appropriate the sound field must be diffuse. 
Because of the irregularities of the room geometry this is likely. Therefore it appears that the 
RoWena results are poor indicators of reverberation times. 

The secondary source results are particularly poor, the cause of which is either the theory of the 
secondary sources, which is unlikely considering the ODEON program uses the same theory 
(presumably) or an error in the RoWena program. The program has been carefully examined but 
this remains a possibility. 

An ODEON simulation performed with the options 'diffusion' and 'edge diffraction' on gave similar 
results (within 0.1 s) to those with these options disabled. Since the author is not an experienced 
user of the ODEON program it is possible that it may be possible to produce more accurate 
results . 
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15. ISSUES CONCERNING CURVED SURFACES IN 
ROOM ACOUSTIC SIMULATION PROGRAMS 
The restriction by most (possibly all) room acoustic simulation programs that all surfaces be 
planar is prohibitive. This section compares two approaches to treating curved surfaces, and then 
deals with some problems relating to the approach taken by this thesis. 

Where unreferenced the work in this section is that of the author. 

1S.1.1ssues Relating to the Handling of Curved Surfaces 
Simulation programs at present treat curved surfaces by means of an approximation. This section 
explains the implications of this approximation. 

15.1.1. Subdivision of a Curved Surface in Segments 
All research conducted by this author indicates that curved surfaces are modeled in room 
acoustic simulation programs by breaking them up into a number of planar surfaces. For example 
ODEON version 3.1 has a command that automatically breaks cylindrical surfaces into a user
selected number of planar surfaces. 97 Thus a cylinder for example would become 20 smaller 
rectangular surfaces, each inclined so that together they approximate the shape of the cylinder. 
ODEON further recommends that planar surfaces are angled a maximum of 10°-30° apart, 
though no reason is given. 

For any surface other than the supported shapes however, the user must manually determine 
how to break up the surface, and also how many planar surfaces to use. In the case of the 
Jameson Hall, which contains more than 20 curved surfaces, such a process is daunting. 

As an example, the domed ceiling of the Jameson Hall (see also 16.8.1.1) was modeled using 
planar sections angled at 30° to each other. This was done with 24 separate surfaces, arranged 
in two rings of 12 surfaces each. The top, left and isometric view of the dome modeled in this 
manner is shown in Figure 49. 
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Figure 49: Division of a dome into planar segments 

If a similar number of planar surfaces were required for the other curved surfaces in the Jameson 
Hall, which is probable, then this process would entail modeling more than another 400 surfaces 
for the entire Jameson Hall. This is costly, in terms of both user time and simulation time. 

15.1.2. Boundary between two Segmented Curved 
Surfaces 
The manner in which the curved surfaces bound with each other is also important. As an example 
Fi ure 50 shows two arbitraril curved surfaces. 

Figure 50: Aligned Curved Surfaces shown pulled apart 
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Although the surface shapes as a whole are uncommon, aligned curved sections are common, 
especially in the Jameson Hall. If the two surfaces were intended to bound on each other then the 
number of segments making up each surface would have to be the same, or there would be gaps 
at the join. If the surfaces shown in Figure 50 are also curved in 3 dimensional space, for 
example as sections of a sphere, then the complexity and correspondingly the time spend by the 
user on just modeling these two surfaces would be large. 

15.2.Direct Treatment of Curved Surfaces 
For the reasons given in 15.1 it is better for the simulation program to handle curved surfaces 
directly, without segmenting the surface. This also simplifies user input of the surface. In the 
RoWena simulation program the user can choose the desired surface shape from a list, as shown 
in Figure 51 . 

Select Type of Surface EJ 

Please select what type of surface to 
create: 

Dome 

Cone 
Arch 
Arch Face 
Curved Corner 

Description: A planar circular surface. good for the 
base of a dome or similar 

OK 

Figure 51: Surface Type Selection box (from RoWena) 

A number of curved surface types are included, such as 'Cone' , 'Arch' and 'Dome' and there is 
no limit on the number of surface types that could be included in the list with comparative ease on 
the part of the programmer. 

As an example of the user input of a curved shape's speCifications, Figure 52 shows the window 
for editing a dome surface and Figure 53 shows a front, left and isometric view of the dome 
surface as specified. 
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Edit D orne 5 urf ace EJ 

Raius of Base: 

Top point of 
dome: 

Z Cutoff of D orne: 

he top point ani:l the centre point give tne normal to the 
~e cicle and orientate the dome. 

The Z Cutoff aUows a dome which is less than half a 
sphere. T he dome stretches from the top point to the Z 
f utoff. 

;:JStat 

Area: (half-sphere ~ 3197.918 

I I , Cancel 

Figure 52: Dome parameter editing box (from RoWena) 

Hj~.jgr~ ------~-- - -----£1-

Figure 53: Dome as drawn by RoWena 

Note that the diagram in Figure 53 is for visual purposes only and does not represent in anyway 
the manner in which the dome is simulated. This is in contrast to Figure 49 where the dome is 
shown as a collection of smaller surfaces. 
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15.3.Comparison between Direct and Segmented 
Modeling of Curved Surfaces 
To compare the results of simulations using both segmented curved surfaces (see 15.1) and 
proper curved surfaces (see 15.2), simulations of the Jameson Hall dome with both methods 
were performed. (See also 16.8.1.4 for a description of the reflecting nature of the dome). The 
other surfaces in the hall were omitted for clarity. The segmented example shown in Figure 49 
was used, which consists of 24 segments. 

Figure 54 shows a large number of ray paths reflected from the dome. On the left is the dome 
simulated directly and on the right using the segmented method. The source point is directly 
underneath the dome at half the focal length. Note again that the dome is not a hem i-sphere but 
only a small section of a hem i-sphere. 
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H ~ II [ 1 1~g r ~n, r1 

Figure 54: Ray Paths produced by Curved Surface Simulation (left) and Planar Surface 
Segmentation (right) 

It is clear from the diagrams that the segmented surface causes the reflected sound to spread out 
more than the direct simulation. This occurs because the normal to the dome surface at the ends 
is the same as the normal closer to the center, since they are both described by the same planar 
surface. In the correct simulation the normal to the surface changes with respect to the exact 
point of reflections on the dome and so the reflected angle is correct at all points. 

With the dome segmented into more planar surfaces, specifically 
three rings of 12 pieces each, forming a total of 36 surfaces, as shown in Figure 55, the 
distribution of the reflections from the surface is as shown in Figure 56. 
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Figure 55: Dome segmented into many Planar Segments 
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Figure 56: Reflection pattern from multi-segmented dome 

This reflection pattern is significantly different to that obtained with fewer planar segments (Figure 
49), indicating the critical nature of the choice of the number of segments in creating an accurate 
reflection pattern. 

Also the simulation time increased by about 50 times because of the large number of surfaces 
making up the dome (36 segments). If such a large segmentation were used for the other 
surfaces in the Jameson Hall the simulation time would become prohibitive under current 
computer power. 

An example of where the lack of focusing caused by the segmentation method of simulation 
would be important is given in 122 where a particular arched surface is examined. Although the 
results of that section are not perfect and evidently more research is required, using segmented 
surfaces means that it would be impossible to find exact ray paths to speCific measurement 
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paints. For example in Figure 57 the full focusing effect of the arch is not simulated because the 
planar se ments are necessaril an led incorrectly. 

Figure 57: Illustration of reflection pattern from segmented arch 

15.4.Programming Procedure for Including Curved 
Surfaces in the Room Model 
Any well-defined curved surface can be described mathematically, and can therefore be 
incorporated into the simulation program. To reiterate what was explained in detail in 10 the flow 
h . F 58 h . rfi f n of the process. c art In Igure s ows a slmpilica 10 

Get 
Ray Distances 
Tracing -----. to Surfaces 

-I Get 

1 
Normal 

-. Reflect 

Rav 

Figure 58: Flowchart of ray tracing process 

The ray tracing procedure requires the distance to each surface. The normals to some of the 
surfaces are then required which is used to finally reflect the ray. For planar surfaces the normal 
remains the same over the whole surface. For curved surfaces however this is not the case. 
Therefore a different piece of programming code must be executed for each type of surface. 

15.4.1. Obtaining the Distance to Surface 
Just as for planar surfaces, the distance to any surface is calculated by substituting the formula 
for a line, which describes the ray segment of interest, into the formula for the surface. 

As an example the workings for obtaining the distance from a point in a speCified direction to a 
dome are given: 
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* 
* 

Figure 60: A vector point mirrored through a surface 

The blue star, which represents a vector point, is the mirror image reflection of the red star. Note 
that they are equidistant from the surface and also that a straight line connecting the two stars is 
perpendicular to the surface. To find the mirror image of a point P through the ith surface the 
transformation matrix Si is used. If P' is the mirror image point then P'=P*Si. 

Si is a constant 4x4 matrix particular to the ith surface. It is constructed from the variables d, () 
and ¢which describe the normal to the surface in spherical coordinates. Since the normal to a 
planar surface is constant over the entire surface it can thus be calculated before the simulation 
begins, which reduces the simulation time. 

15.5.2. Description of Transformation Matrices for 
Curved Surfaces 
The normal to a curved surface is not constant over the entire surface, and therefore the reflected 
point depends on the point of reflection on the surface. An example is shown in Figure 61 , where 
the red star represents the original point. The pink star is the mirror image of the red star through 
the normal shown by the pink line, and similarly the blue star is the mirror image reflected through 
the blue normal. 

* 
Figure 61: A vector point mirrored in two ways through a curved surface 

(That the pink star does not lie on the opposite side of the surface to the original red star is 
unimportant.) If a ray from the red star is assumed to reflect from the intersection point between 
the pink normal line and the surface, then a straight line drawn from the pink star through that 
intersection point lies on the reflected ray, as shown in Figure 62. 
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1 __ -

Figure 62: The reflection path of a vector point as mirrored through a curved surface 

Because the normal to the curved surface is not constant the transformation matrix is not 
constant. Rather the variables d, (J and ¢I are given by functions dependent on the shape of the 
surface and the reflection point. Since the reflection point is not known at the beginning of the 
mirror image process these functions will contain variables that must be solved for. 

15.5.3. Mirror Imaging for Curved Surfaces 
The complete mirror imaging algorithm requires multiplication of the transformation matrices for 
all the surfaces involved in the ray path, which is usually about 2 or 3 surfaces. Thus for curved 
surfaces the different transformation matrices, involving formulae for the variables d, (J and ¢I, 
would have to be multiplied together and simplified. 

While this is a relatively simple task on paper, programming a computer to do this is a large task . 
Also since the result would depend on the exact sequence of transformation matrices to be 
multiplied together the calculation would have to be done at simulation time, which would 
lengthen the process accordingly. 

The expense in terms of complication and computation time provided an inspiration to find an 
alternative method to finding early time exact ray paths. 

15.5.4. Introduction to the Search Method for Finding 
Early Ray Paths 
Rather than calculate the exact ray path using mathematical means, a search method tests a 
number of possible ray paths and chooses the most suitable. This process is repeated refined 
until a ray path meeting the various requirements is found. 

Initially this entails producing a large number of rays in random directions. Each of these rays is 
followed for the required number of reflections. If the ray fails to hit the correct surfaces in 
sequence then it is aborted, otherwise it is given an accuracy rating based on how close it passed 
to the receiver. 

The rays with the best accuracy rating are used as the basis for a new set of rays , and the 
procedure is repeated until the accuracy of the best ray falls below a certain threshold . Note that 
an exact ray path is not found , although any desired accuracy can be obtained. 
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15.5.5. Description of the Search Method 
Ultimately the ray path that is found must travel from the source paint to the receiving point and 
reflect off particular surfaces along the way. For simplicity consider a simple room as shown in 
Figure 63. 

Figure 63: A single reflection in a simple room 

The example room is in the shape of a rectangular box, with the z-axis ignored. For now curved 
surfaces are also ignored. Shown on the diagram is a ray path consisting of a single reflection. As 
described earlier the search algorithm finds this ray path by producing a number of pseudo
random rays that better and better approximate the desired ray path. 

15.5.6. Definition of Accuracy for the Search 
Algorithm 
In order for the search algorithm to 'home in' on the correct ray path, some definition of accuracy 
for every ray must be given. This accuracy is defined as the distance the ray path comes to the 
receiver point after reflecting from all the required surfaces. If any required surface is missed then 
the ray's accuracy is undefined. The search algorithm therefore attempts to maximise the 
accuracy of the ray, which entails minimising the distance to the receiver. 

In Figure 64 three potential ray paths are shown. 

Figure 64: Multiple reflections showing the different accuracy of each 

The ray path shown with a thick line has the best accuracy, since it comes closest to the receiver. 
The ray path with the thin line has a lower accuracy, while the dotted ray path is invalid since it 
will not reflect off the desired surface. 
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15.5.7. Generating each Group of Rays 
Each group of rays is generated pseudo-randomly, the exact nature of which is determined by the 
search algorithm itself. The only requirement is that at least one, and preferably more than one, 
ray must reflect from the desired surface sequence. 

The first group of rays is usually determined completely at random. However to ensure at least 
partial success one of the rays is given a direction towards any random point on the first surface 
to be hit. Thus each group has at least one ray that will hit the first surface. 

If the desired ray path involves more than one surface then after reflecting from the first surface it 
is very possible that no ray will hit the second surface. This occurs particularly when the surfaces 
are relatively small, or the distances between them are large. This means that the majority, and 
possibly all, of the rays will have an invalid accuracy. 

This is a very important problem, since the chances of success become almost zero. Some 
method is required to assist the search algorithm 'home in' on the correct surface sequence. 

15.5.8. Assisting the Search Algorithm to 'Home In' on 
the Correct Surface Sequence 
Up until this point each ray path inspected by the search algorithm has been assumed to be a 
valid and complete ray path, determined by the normal ray tracing procedure. This includes the 
restriction that the ray path has reflected from within the boundaries of each surface it reflects 
from. 

If this requirement is relaxed then ray paths that reflect from outside the surface boundaries could 
be allowed. For example in Figure 65 the first surface in the required ray path is shown extended 
(to infinity) by dotted lines. 

Figure 65: Reflection from an extended surface 

Ray traCing usually treats surfaces like this in the initial simulation stages and only later validates 
the ray according to the surface boundaries, and so no large changes to the program is required. 
The benefit occurs because the chance of a ray hitting the required surface is increased 
enormously. 

Also shown in Figure 65 is a typical ray path that has reflected from outside the surface 
boundaries. This ray path, although invalid, can be used to give an accuracy rating which the 
search algorithm can use to home in on the receiver. Such a technique is especially useful when 
considering multiple reflection ray paths, since the surfaces become infinitely big and therefore 
the chances of at least one ray hitting the surface are greatly increased. 
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Figure 66: Multiple Reflections to the focusing point of a dome 

It is important therefore to determine the proper way to discard multiple reflections. 

15.6.1. Approximating Curved Surfaces by Smaller 
Planar Surfaces 
If the curved surface is dMded into a number of planar surfaces, as is usually the case in such 
programs, and assuming that multiple reflections are removed in the usual way, then the number 
of multiple reflections allowed from the approximated curved surface would equal the number of 

lanar surfaces making up the surface (Figure 67). 

Figure 67: Multiple reflections from a segmented dome 

The number of these planar surfaces thus dictates how much energy the curved surface is 
allowed to focus. Using only one planar surface would create no focusing, whereas using an 
infinite number of planar surfaces would create a very high energy atthe focus point ofthe curved 
surface. Thus the choice of planar division of the surface has an important relation to the focusing 
effect of the surface. Such a distinction is not important where the curved surfaces are modeled 
directly. 

15.6.2. Multiple Reflections Dependent on the size of 
the Curved Surface 
All ray paths, early or late, are initially found by the basic ray tracing technique, in which rays 
evenly spread out over the source point are propagated. Because of the even spreading of the 
rays, small surfaces will be involved in proportionally fewer ray paths than large surfaces. Thus 
even if multiple reflections (where curved surfaces are involved) are not discarded, the number of 
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these will still be relative to the size ofthe surface. Thus all else being the same, multiple 
reflections involving curved surfaces need not be removed. 

15.6.3. Multiple Reflections involving Curved Surfaces 
in the Early Time 
Consider a room with only two large surfaces, one arbitrarily curved and the other planar (Figure 
68). The receiver is positioned at a focal point of the curved surface, which has a number of focal 
points. The initial ray tracing process will find a surface sequence involving these two surfaces a 
large number of times, since many ray paths exist between the two surfaces, as shown in Figure 
68 . 

Figure 68: A curved surface with many focal points 

In the early time the search algorithm will attempt to find ray paths that reach the receiver point, 
using the ray traced possible surface sequences. However, because only a small portion of the 
curved surface will produce reflections directed towards the receiver (due to its many focal points) 
most of the reflection paths found by the search algorithm will be very similar, concentrated on 
the small portion of the curved surface which focuses towards the receiver point. The receiver 
would therefore receive a large amount of energy from the curved surface, which is incorrect. 

To solve this problem the curved surface should be divided into smaller curved surfaces, each 
with only one focal point. In fact most curved surfaces found in buildings, including the Jameson 
Hall, have only one focal point. In this case the solution is to allow multiple reflections where 
curved surfaces are involved, and remove multiple reflections where only planar surfaces are 
involved. 

Since all curved surfaces involving mUltiple focal points can be divided into a number of simple 
curved surfaces each having a single focal point, this solution is adequate for any situation. 

15.6.4. Multiple Reflections involving Curved Surfaces 
in the Late Time 
There are two primary approaches in common use to rays in the late time. They are either 
simulated using the normal ray tracing process (see 10), or the technique of secondary sources 
(see 11) is used. 
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16. SIMULATION OF THE ACOUSTICS OF JAMESON 
HALL 
The acoustics of the Jameson Hall have been discussed in section 5. Here some simulated 
results created by the RoWena simulation program are presented . 

16.1. The Jameson Hall Room Model 
The first step to simulating the Jameson Hall is to obtain the dimensions of the surfaces in the 
room. This was done by Leroy Kahn for his undergraduate thesis as referenced in the 
bibliography. Then the handling of the many different types of curved surfaces then had to 
specifically programmed into RoWena . Figure 69 shows a number of views as displayed by 
RoWena . 

Hall Diagram r; 

Figure 69: Top, Front, Left and Isometric views of the Jameson HaJJ (by RoWena) 

16.2.Determining the Absorption Coefficients of the Hall 
Surfaces 
It is important to select the correct absorption coefficients for the surface materials of the hall. In 
order to determine the absorption coefficients of the hall surfaces, a table of known surface 
materials and their absorption coefficients was used. 
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Because many variables affect the absorption of the surfaces, for example their exact 
construction, the Eyring reverberation formula was used to ensure that the estimated 
reverberation time in the hall matched the measured times. However the sound field in the 
Jameson Hall is not diffuse, as demonstrated by the RT60 measurements presented in 5.3, which 
renders the use of Eyring's formula invalid. Even so there is no alternative method to verify the 
choice of surface absorption coefficients. 

16.2.1. Surface Materials 
Visual inspection indicates that there are 5 different surface materials

i
: 

Floors: The floor of the hall , of the stage, and of the balcony is made of wood planks, probably on 
jOists. 
Walls: The walls of the hall up to 4.6m from the ground level, and the front, sides, rear and 
underneath of the balcony are constructed from sheets of thin wood above an air gap of unknown 
depth, probably less than 3cm. 
Ceiling: The ceiling of the hall is constructed from plaster formed on wire mesh. 
Chairs: The fIXed chairs in the left and right alcoves are fully upholstered. 
Glass: Three large hem i-spherical windows are found in the left and right alcoves and on the rear 
wall of the stage. 

The estimated absorption coefficients for each of these materials are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Estimated Absorption Coefficients of Wall materials in the Jameson Hall 

125Hz 250Hz 500Hz 1kHz 12kHz 4kHz 
Floors 0.15 0.11 0.1 0.07 0.06 0.07 
Walls 0.15 0.25 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.08 
Ceiling 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Chairs 0.12 0.28 0.28 0.3 0.32 0.37 
Glass 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 

16.2.2. Jameson Coupled Space 
Two separate spaces are distinguishable in the Jameson Hall, the main hall space and the 
entrance space under the balcony. 

CoupUngArea 
The ratio k = , which varies between 0 and 1, 

CoupUngArea + SmallRoomAbsorbativeArea 
is called the coupling factor

1OO
. For the Jameson Hall this value is k=0.126. Since this value is 

much less than 1 the coupling area may be considered as an open window and the absorption of 
the smaller space otherwise ignored. Therefore, based on this assumption, the entrance space is 
ignored and an imaginary surface directly under the edge of the balcony, with absorption a=1 , is 
used. This surface covers the rectangular area stretching from the bottom of the balcony front 
edge to the floor, and for the entire width of the balcony. 

The recommendation of this reference was however over-ruled by Mr. Jongensii who stated that 
the hall should be treated as a single acoustical space. Initial results using both assumptions are 
given below, but subsequent tests used the assumption of a single acoustical space. 

i Thank you to Mr. Jongens for assistance in this regard. 
II Mr. Jongens, Thesis Supervisor, Head of Acoustics Department, University of Cape Town 
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16.2.3. Total Areas of Different Materials 
The surface areas of the different surface materials are given in Table 6. The surface called 
"coupling" is added, as described in 16.2.2. The areas of the surfaces in the entrance area are 
given at the end of the list. 

Table 6: Areas of primary surface materials 

Material Name Area (mt) 
Floors 623 
Walls 571 
Ceiling 809 
Chairs 72 
Glass 107 
Coupling 60 

Entrance Walls 293 
Entrance Floor 122.4 
When the "entrance walls" and "entrance floor" surfaces are included in the calculation, the 
"coupling surface" is excluded. 

16.2.4. Volume of the Hall 
The volume of the hall without the entrance area is approximately 6830m3 The smaller entrance 
space's volume is 490m3 

16.2.5. Results of Eyring Reverberation Time 
Including air absorption, the Eyring reverberation times are shown in Figure 37. Also shown are 
the measured results from 5.7. 

1/1 -Q,) 

E 
j:: 

Estimated and Measured (Speaker in Corner) Reverberation 
Times in Jameson Hall 

6.00 

5.50 

5.00 

4.50 -+- Eyring Coupled 
4.00 . -+-- Eyring Uncoupled 
3.50 Measured 
3.00 , I 

2.50 
2.00 

125 250 500 1k 2k 4k 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 70: Eyring Estimated RT times versus frequency 
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From the graphs it is apparent that the estimated reverberation times do not match the measured 
values, being too low in the low frequencies and too high at mid frequencies. At high frequencies 
the effect of air absorption dominates, which causes the estimated and measured values to be 
similar. 

The coupled and uncoupled results are similar except at mid-frequencies. Following Mr. Jongens' 
recommendations the hall was treated as a single acoustical space for the rest of this section. 

16.2.6. Adjusted Absorption Coefficients 
The reverberation times are very sensitive to changes in the absorption coefficients of the 
materials. And since the absorption coefficients can vary due to for example the type of wood 
used or the particular construction style of the walls, it is acceptable to 'tweak' the absorption 
coefficients in an attempt to obtain a good match with the measured results. Naturally it is not 
possible to determine which material's coefficients should be tweaked so the outcome may not be 
strictly valid. Unfortunately there is no other method for determining the exact absorption 
coefficients apart from testing samples of the material, which was impractical. 

Table 7 shows the original and adjusted values. The columns containing adjusted values have a 
star in the column names. 

Table 7: Original and Adjusted absorption coefficients for Jameson Hall surface materials 

125 125* 250 250* 500 500* 1k 1k* 2k 2k* 4k 4k* 

0.15 0.12 

0.2 0.2 

0.15 0.1 

0.11 0.1 

0.15 0.15 

0.25 0.11 

0.1 0.09 

0.1 0.08 

0.12 0.13 

0.07 0.09 

0.05 0.06 

0.08 0.1 35 

0.06 0.08 

0.05 0.058 

0.08 0.13 

0.07 0.08 

0.05 0.057 

0.08 0.13 

As can be seen from the table, the values have not been adjusted by a large amount, except in 
the low frequencies where large compensation was required. 

Using these values an exact match with the measured values was obtained, as shown in Figure 
71. 
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Figure 71: RT times versus frequency for adjusted absorption coefficients 

These tweaked absorption coefficients were used in the simulations that follow. 

16.3.Basic Ray Tracing Results of Simulation 
Initial simulations were performed using the basic ray tracing method described in 10. 

16.3.1. Visual Inspection of Ray Traced Impulse 
Response Graphs 
As an example of the accuracy obtained with the ray tracing simulation method graphs of both the 
measured and simulated impulse responses at a position close to the left alcove (Figure 72) were 
performed. Figure 73 shows the measured impulse response graph at this position and Figure 74 
shows the simulated impulse response graph. 
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Figure 73: Measured Impulse Response Graph (position #10) 
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Figure 74: Simulated Impulse Response Graph (position #10) 

Early time exact reflections were not simulated so the early time is different, there being no 
prominent reflections as seen in the measured graph. 

Apart from this in the measured graph the sound decays from 55d8 to 15d8 in 3.125s, which is 
an average decay rate of 12.8d8/s. In the simulated graph a decay from -37d8 to -116d8 in 
3.126s that is an average decay rate of 25.27d8/s. Thus the simulated decay rate is about twice 
the measured decay rate. Therefore some error in the calculation of the reflection strength is 
evident, namely that the energy of each reflection is too low. 

16.3.2. Examination of Errors in the Ray Tracing 
Algorithm 

It has been noted that the energy content of the reflections is too low (see 16.3.1). This may be 
due to a number of reasons. 
The error may be an incorrect choice in the absorption coefficients in the hall . As was explained 
in 16.2 it is difficult to determine these accurately and perhaps they were estimated at too high a 
value. If this were the source of the error then changes to the absorption of the hall should 
produce proportional changes to the measured reverberation time. This was not tested. 
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Alternatively the energy error may be due to errors in the understanding of the simulation 
calculations. Changing the spreading ratio from 14rr to Irr caused an increase of 0 .5s in the 
reverberation time, which is significant. More research generally may be needed to understand 
the nature of a sound field in a non-diffuse sound field. 

Another possibility is the energy lost to spreading of rays, which would still be present in the 
physical wave. Simulation using secondary sources (16.4) implicity addresses this error. 

Lastly a bug (programming error) in the program may be the problem. To solve this it is 
necessary to carefully scrutinise the program, examining each step. This was done by both 
examining a print out of the relevant part of the program and also by examining each line of the 
program as it was being executed. It appeared in both cases that the program performed as 
intended . 

In conclusion the cause of the error in the energy ofthe simulated reflections was not determined , 
although there are a number of possibilities. 

16.3.3. Simulated RT60 Frequency Measurements 
A simulation using the simple ray tracing method as described in 10 was performed. 
Measurement positions as described in 5.2.2 were 
simulated. 

Figure 75: Measurement positions for the Simulation 

30000 rays were used, which is less than the 117000 rays theoretically required to find all image 
sources up to 4s, but as can be seen from Figure 76, which shows the simulated graph for a 
position near the front of the stage along the center line, this number was sufficient to produce a 
dense impulse response graph. 
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Figure 76: Example of a Simulated Impulse Response Curve in the Jameson Hall 

The graph shows the characteristic decay slope of a typical impulse response graph. Figure 77 
shows graphs of the simulated and measured reverberation times. 

Ray Traced and Measured Reverberation Times 
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Figure n: Ray Traced RT60 Times 
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The ray traced values are again consistently 1 second lower than the Eyring values, except at 
high frequencies where air absorption predominates over surface absorption and the value 
become similar. 

Note that the shape of the graphs are all similar, consisting of similar low and high frequency 
RT60 times with mid-frequency times about 1 s higher. This suggests the simulation has 
performed correctly, but has underestimated the times consistently. Remembering that in the 
ODEON comparison test (see 14) the RoWena RT60 times were about 0.5s below the expected 
results and 1 s below the ODEON results. This is consistent with the results obtained here. It 
appears therefore that the RoWena ray traced results suffer from a lack of energy content. 

It is also possible that the use of Eyring's reverberation formula to estimate the absorption 
coefficients is at error. However given that the coefficients have already been adjusted away from 
the expected values based solely on experienced inspection of the surface materials this is 
unlikely to be a significant error. 

1S.3.4. Complete Simulated RTSO Results 
Figure 78 shows a 3D mesh graph of the simulated results, in the manner as explained in 5.1. 
This can be compared with Figure 79 which is for the measured results, as was presented earlier 
(see 5.3.2) . Note that the scales for the two graphs are different, an unavoidable necessity 
considering the large difference in results. 
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Figure 78: 3D Representation of Ray Traced Simulation RT60 Times 
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Figure 79: Measured RT60 Times 

RT60(SOOHz) with Balcony 

From inspection of the two graphs it is possible to make the following comparisons: 
• The simulation graph has less variation in the RT60 values than the measured graph. 

This is partly due to the expectation of the simulation program of a diffuse sound field, 
where the reverberation times should be similar throughout the whole room. 

• Aside from that, the prominent hump near the center of the hall to the right is present in 
both graphs. This shows that the effects of focusing from curved surfaces is at least 
partly approximated. 

• Also both graph show lower values in the left alcove. 
• Both graphs show larger values for the right ofthe balcony. 
• However the simulated graph does not show the lower values in the right alcove or the 

raised values in the left balcony. 
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16.3.5. Other Simulated Results 
RoWena is able to calculate EDT, C50, cao, Center Time and Definition. However these values 
are not calculated accurately. This is for the same reason as the poor RT60 results, namely that 
the energy content of the simulated impulse response is incorrect. For this reason results for 
these qualities are not given here. 

STI and %Alcons cannot be simulated using RoWena yet. Although the code would be relatively 
easy to implement it was thought that the existing errors in the program should be corrected first. 

16.3.6. Influence of the Number of Rays on the 
Simulation Results 
The dependency on the basic ray tracing technique on the number of rays used has already been 
described (see 9.4). This section provides a demonstration of the effect of changing the number 
of rays in the simulation. 

Simulations were made for a smaller set of measurement positions, as shown in Figure ao. 
-

H:;II ['I.jgrj·" 

Figure 80:Positions of smaller receiver set 

Ray traced simulations were carried out with 1000 rays, 30 000 rays and 100 000 rays. Graphs of 
the average results of these simulations, along with the measured values, are shown in Figure 
81 . 
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Figure 81: Ray Traced RT60 times versus frequency with different number of rays 

The simulated graphs are all similar, except at mid-frequencies. Interestingly the results with 1000 
rays and 100 000 rays are closer to the measured values than with 30 000 rays. This shows the 
reliance on the number of simulated rays, with a larger number not necessarily indicating better 
accuracy. 

16.3.7. Influence on the Multiple Reflection Removal 
Technique 
As explained in 15.6, the matter of multiple reflection removal has not been an important issue in 
other simulation programs, because of the lack of curved surfaces. It was decided that for this 
simulation program only planar surface reflection should be removed, which is the case for all the 
results presented thus far. 

To illustrate the effect of remOving multiple reflection paths involving planar surfaces only, 
simulations with the different removal types were performed. Figure 82 shows graphs for 
simulations using 30 000 rays remOving all multiple reflections and removing no multiple 
reflections. 
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Figure 82: Ray Traced RT60 times versus frequency with different multiple reflection 
removal techniques 

Small differences in the results can be seen from the graphs. These are large enough to be 
important, but because of the general inaccuracy of the results it is unclear which method is more 
accurate. 

16.4.Simulation Using Secondary Source Technique 
The secondary source method adjusts the energy of the received rays according to the 
theoretical energy that is expected to be received (see 11). Therefore considerably fewer rays are 
used for the simulation. However the requirement of a diffuse sound field is important, which as 
has been seen (see 5.3.2) is not the case in the Jameson Hall. 

16.4.1. Secondary Source Reverberation 
Figure 83 shows graphs of RT60, simulated using the secondary source method. Varying 
numbers of rays were used; 200 rays, 500 rays and 1000 rays. Also shown are the measured 
values and the basic ray traced values. 
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Figure 83: Secondary Source RT60 times versus frequency with different number of rays 

The secondary source values correlate better to the measured results at low frequencies than the 
ray traced values. At higher frequencies however the discrepancy is large. 

Using 200 rays produced the least favourable values, but the difference between 500 rays and 
1000 rays was negligible. 

16.4.2. Secondary Source Visibility Checking Method 
In 11 .5 a potential method for simulating the effect of blocking surfaces was described. A suitable 
surface in the Jameson Hall is the balcony. Two simulations were performed with measurement 
positions as shown in Figure 84. 

..J 

..J 

Figure 84: Receiver positions for visibility checking simulation 

One of the positions is in an open area of the hall floor, and the second is under the balcony. 
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The two simulations were performed with and without the visibility checking algorithm active. 
Figure 85 shows the four simulated graphs; 2 for each measurement position. The sound source 
was at the corner of the stage. 
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Figure 85: Secondary Source simulation RT60 times versus frequency with different 
visibility checking methods 

The graphs show an inSignificant difference between the results using the two visibility checking 
methods. 

16.5.Early Time/Mirror Imaging 
Section 12 discussed the importance of finding exact early time reflection paths, while 15.5 
discussed the method used for curved surfaces. This section demonstrates the accuracy of these 
methods. 

Figure 86 shows the first 500ms of a measured impulse response graph, taken at a position close 
to the stage on the center line of the hall. Figure 87 shows the corresponding ray traced graph 
using 38000 rays. 
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Figure 86: Early portion of measured impulse response graph 
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Figure 87: Ray traced early reflections 
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As expected very few early reflections were found with the basic ray tracing method. Using the 
simplex search algorithm to find early reflections results in the graph shown in Figure 88, for only 
10000 ra s. 

Figure 88: Early Reflections Found with Simplex Search 

Many reflections are found with this method. The large difference in intensity between some of 
the reflections is due to the correspondingly shorter path length of these reflections. Because this 
simulation represents the early time the sound field is not diffuse and so phase relationships 
should be taken into account. If this were done then the differences would not be as great. Rather 
the general curve of the graph would be seen to be raised and lowered as relevant. 

(Also, of interest, without the extended surface and penalty additions described in 15.5.8 and 
15.5.10 less than 5 reflections are found by the search algorithm. This demonstrates the 
importance of these techniques. All ray paths shown in Figure 88 are specularly relevant.) 

A composite of the graphs in Figure 86 and Figure 88 are shown in Figure 89. 
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Figure 89: Combined graph of Measured and Simplex Search early time reflections 

From this figure it can be seen that the dense areas of the simulated graph match up well with the 
measured graph. The reason that the shape of the simulated graph is not the same as the 
measured graph is because of the assumption of uncorrelated phases (see 7.4.3). 

Also it is clear that while the measured graph has continuous reflections there are gaps in the 
simulated graph. These may be due to scattered sound in the early time. 

(The simulation time for this graph was 8 minutes. An equivalent time period, simulated using the 
ray tracing procedure, would take only 30s, also using 10000 rays.) 

16.6. Simulation of Scattering 
Although RoWena is capable of simulating scattering in the manner described in 13 such a 
simulation was not performed. This is because in light of the poor RT60 results no useful 
information would be gleaned. 

16. 7. Using Ray Tracing to Identify Problem Surfaces 
Part of investigating the acoustics of a hall is determining which surfaces, if any, are the causes 
for acoustical anomalies. For example determining which surface(s) are causing an echo. The 
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SoundLab program, which was used to take measurements of the Jameson Hall, can produce a 
graph called a PET (Polar Energy Time) graph (see Appendix D). This graph shows the direction 
of arrival of all reflections. 

Figure 90 shows a PET graph for a position close to the stage in the middle of the hall, with the 
at the front comer of the 
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Figure 90: PET Graph for a position close to the stage 
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The graph at the top left of the figure is the impulse response graph. The three circles show 
different sections through the receiver point, with selected reflections shown as dots. Only a few 
of the strongest reflections have been shown in this graph. The azimuth and elevation of any 
reflection can then be obtained from this graph. 

Because of the difficulty of mentally visual ising 3D ray paths in a complex room it is still difficult to 
locate the exact surface from which the reflection last reflected. However using the RoWena 
program it is possible to produce the ray path and visually identify the relevant surfaces. 

Figure 91 shows a number of ray paths for reflections arriving at 35ms, derived from the PET 
measurement shown in Figure 90. 
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Figure 91: Early Ray Paths for a Receiver close to the stage 

The receiver point is marked by the blue cross and the source point by the red cross. Ideally 
these ray paths should pass through the source point after a certain number of reflections. It can 
be seen from the figure that the ray paths come close to the source point, though do not pass 
directly through it. Such errors arise from errors in the basic assumption of geometrical acoustics 
(see 9), and also possibly unknown errors in the nature of reflections from curved surfaces. 

However the ray paths are accurate enough to provide a visual indication that the reflections 
arriving at this time are reflected by the walls directly to the right of the source. It is thus possible 
to identify surfaces that may be causing strong reflections. 

As another example, the PET graph shown in Figure 92 indicates a number of very strong 
reflections arriving between 25ms and 40ms after the direct sound. 
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Figure 92: PET Graph for a receiver in the left alcove 
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To establish which surfaces are causing these reflections the method described is used. Figure 
93 shows ray paths for reflections arriving at 1 04ms to 1 07ms (absolute time). 
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Figure 93: Early Ray Paths for a receiver in the left alcove 
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Although the diagrams appear slightly messy, with a little patience it is possible to see that all the 
reflections are focused to the measurement point (in the left alcove) by the conical arch above the 
alcove. 

Note that the ray paths involve more than one reflection and that they do not pass close to the 
source point. Again this is due to inaccuracies in the assumption of geometrical acoustics and the 
absence of scattering methods. 

In spite of this, the first part of each ray path traveling away from the receiver would be 
completely accurate, since it is derived directly from the PET measurements. Therefore an 
acoustical consultant can be confident that these reflections are caused by the focusing effect of 
the conical arch. This also gives an indication of the inaccuracy of ray paths in real rooms. 

16.8.Analysis of the Dome 
As an extension of the discussion in 16.7 it is possible to more closely analyse the effect of a 
particular surface. As an example the domed surface in the Jameson Hall has been used, since it 
is a prominent architectural feature. 

16.8.1.1. Architectural Structure of the Dome 
The perpendicular distance from the center of the dome to the floor is 15.4629m, and the lowest 
point is at 13.6m. The dome consists of three separate radii. The largest, which describes the top 
part of the dome is 32.472m. (about twice the distance to the floor). The shorter radius is 
11 . 7943m, while a short joining section has a radius of 1.2993m. 

The focal point of the main part of the dome is (almost) exactly twice the distance from the top of 
the dome to the floor. This relationship seems unlikely to be coincidence although no reason is 
known to the author. 

16.8.1.2. Effect on Acoustics: Beneath the Dome 
If the dome's focusing point were on the floor, an extreme concentration of sound energy would 
be expected directly beneath the dome by any source at that point. In the Jameson hall however 
the focal point of the dome is not at the floor. Cremer101 shows that sound produced at a point on 
the Jamison floor, directly under the dome, will concentrate at the geometrically opposite side of 
the extended sphere created by the dome, which for the Jameson Hall lies beneath the floor. 

In order to examine the effects of such a situation, a simple computer model was constructed, 
using the RoWena room acoustics simulation program. To isolate the features prevalent to the 
dome the room model that was used consisted just two surfaces: a domed surface and a planar 
floor surface beneath it (see Figure 95). The radius of the dome was varied to investigate different 
situations, but the maximum extension of the dome was set at 15.5m above the floor, as in the 
Jameson Hall. 

16.8.1.3. Focal Point of the Dome on the Floor 
If the highest point of the dome is made 15.46m above the floor (as in the real hall), and the focal 
point is at the floor (radius=15.46m), and also the source and receiving point are placed at the 
focal point, then the path length of the shortest ray is 31 m, which is the distance from the floor to 
the dome and back again. Multiples of this path length are also expected and thus reflections with 
a period of 90ms should appear on an impulse response graph. This is concurred by the 
simulation. (Figure 94). 
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Figure 94: Periodic pattern of reflections from a dome 
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The graph shows reflections, indicated by the vertical lines, aniving every 90ms. Since no other 
surfaces exist in this simple room model no other reflections are detected. Also no absorption 
was assigned to the surfaces nor was the spreading of sound included in the simulation. 
Therefore no decay curve is visible. 
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Each reflection shown in Figure 94is actually a multitude of reflections arriving nearly 
simultaneously from different parts of the dome. Figure 95 shows a much enlarged portion of the 
(apparently single) reflection at 90ms in Figure 94, which shows the many individual reflections. 
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Figure 95: Many reflections arriving almost simultaneously from a dome 
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A typical ray path is shown on the inset 'hall diagram' picture. All the ray paths look similar; that is 
a straight path to the edge ofthe dome and back again. 

The ray path shown in Figure 95 may be traversed many times; once for the first echo, twice for 
the second echo and so on. 

16.8.1.4. Focal Point of the Dome beneath the Floor 
If instead the focal point is made 17m below the floor, which is the situation in Jameson Hall , then 
the sound will not be reflected back to the source point unless reflected from the very top point of 
the dome. 

Cremer102 explains that in the case of a sphere the sound would approximately concentrate in a 
large area at the geometrically opposite side of the extended sphere. In the case of the Jameson 
Hall dome, which is only a small section of a sphere, the focusing will not be as visible. The dome 
will actually reflect most rays directly downwards. 

This is shown in Figure 96, which was simulated by the RoWena program. 
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Figure 96: Multiple Ray Paths from a dome (from RoWena) 

The many pink lines are the ray paths that have reflected from the dome. One particular ray path 
is shown in white, as indicated by the arrow. The ray has traveled upwards from the source point, 
reflected from the dome, and then traveled downwards. 

If a floor is included, 17m below the top pOint of the dome, then sound rays will be reflected by the 
floor and travel back to the dome, and then to the receiver. Thus every 180ms (path 
length=4*1S.46m) after the direct sound a reflection will be detected, as opposed to every 90ms 
as before. 

However there will still be reflections arriving every 90ms because the top of the dome will reflect 
sound straight down to the source. These reflections will be weaker than those every 180ms 
because a smaller area of the dome produces these reflections. Also the path length of the 
180ms periodic reflections is actually longer than 180ms, so on the simulation graph the two type 
of echoes will appear further and further apart. 
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The simulated graph of this room setup (not shown) is superficially identical to that shown in 
Figure 94. However closer inspection of a particular reflection, as shown in Figure 97, reveals two 
distinct groups of reflections. The first group represents ray paths traveling directly up to the 
dome's top point and down again. The second group, for which a typical ray path is shown in the 
inset 'hall diagram', represents reflections of the type discussed above. Inspection of the graph 
shows that such a situation with two groups of reflections occurs as expected every 180ms, but 
not at other times. 

\ 

x 

+ 

-172.697)0 0.1 00 0.100 0.100 0.181 

CIIH F1 

Figure 97: Delayed reflection arrival of reflections from the top of the dome and from the 
side 

The ray path in the inset Hall diagram figure shows a ray path that has reflected nearly vertically 
until the floor, then returned along a similar path and back to the receiver. 

16.8.1.5. Simulation of Echoes from the Dome 
To inspect the effect of the dome in producing echoes when the source and receiver are directly 
beneath the dome, a simulation with the complete model of the Jamison Hall, with the source and 
receiver point as described, was performed. The simulated impulse response graph is shown in 
Figure 98. 
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Figure 98: Identification of simulated echoes in the Jameson Hall 

Prominent echoes are not visible in the simulated impulse response curve. This is because 
constructive interference, caused by the similar path lengths of the sound, which is not accounted 
for in the simulation program (see 7.4.3). However the blue backwards integration curve (see 
Appendix E), also shown in the figure, shows discrete steps at intervals of 174ms. (The interval 
may be confirmed by inspecting the small inset box where the time difference between the two 
vertical markers is shown as 'Time difference: 0.174s".) The steps in the integration curve are due 
to a large concentration of reflections at these points. Thus the simulation does show the effects 
of focusing expected by the dome. 

Note that after 620ms the shorter path length of the echoes, and consequently the increased 
intensity, is evident as the echoes become slightly prominent above the other weaker echoes. 

16.8.1.5.1. Measurements with Speaker and Microphone Beneath the 
Dome 
To verify what the theory and simulation results have shown, some measurements with both the 
speaker and microphone under the dome were taken. Figure 99 shows the measured impulse 
response graph up to 1 second. 
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Figure 99: Identification of measured echoes in the Jameson Hall 

Periodic groups of reflections are clearly visible. It is possible to identify periodic groups of 
reflections. The relative time and strength of the strongest reflection of each echo group is 
tabulated in Table 8. 

Time (ms) Distance (m) Strengtil (dB) Spacing (ms) 
1 89.188 30.716 -25.7 NA 
2 167.917 57.831 -24 78.729 
3 269.583 92.844 -34.5 101.666 
4 353.063 121.595 -27.2 83.48 
5 528.938 182.166 -37.1 175.875 
6 711.0 244.868 -39.9 182.1 

Table 8: Time of arrival of measured echoes in the Jameson Hall 

The time delay of the first echo is 89ms, which is very close to the predicted 90ms for echoes 
coming directly from the top of the dome. 

The second groups of strong reflections arrive between 164ms and 200ms, which includes the 
180ms expected repeat echo time. This reflection group is stronger than the first, confirming the 
assumption of strong reflections every 180ms. 

The remaining echoes appear every 180ms. Weaker reflections can be discerned with a 90ms 
period, again as predicted. The measurements therefore confirm what was expected. 
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18. 
The focus of this thesis was on the simulation that are in use at this time. That 
RoWena was not able to accurate room acoustic measurements is therefore due to 
errors in the program, as energy errors need to be 
addressed. 

is into the nature of curved their effect on 
diffuse sound fields. If need be a more accurate simulation to devised which can 

better with non-diffuse sound fields. Also the 
a curved surfaces should be examined and irn.nll!>rn."nt,,, ... 

of individual rays 
necessary into the ""i ... '"I·"'t ....... 

~t",,,:.tt.>rin,n which was introduced but not simulated because of the poor initial needs 
into the exact nature of and how it can be simulated 

eslJeC:lal:lV useful in the time where the of ;:, .... ""UIClI 
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TO CALCULATE fACC and OBJECTIVE SUPPORT and CLJ\RITY 

Notes on IACC: 
The variable t (Tor) is not included in the calculation due to time constraints. 
However, t should be kept at zero and this is normally the case , so it is a 
reasonable approximation. Including it would allow a measure of mislocalisation 
of the source to be measured. If there is an obvious mislocalisation of the source, 
this value will be incorrect. 

NB: You need to associate the MlS ASCII code filename with MlSA, and the two 
ear MlS ASCII signals, left and right, with IACCl and IACCR. If you don't want to 
calculate IACC don't associate their filenames 

ENDTIME is the time when the impulse response has entered the noise 
level. Effectively the time when the impulse response graph has ended. 
The choice of this value is not critical to the results. 

All time values are in milliseconds 
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ENTER THE TIME OF THE DIRECT SIGNAL HERE (in ms) : 

LEFT SIGNAL (or MLS signal) DIRECTTltvlE . -= 13.417 

DIRECTTIMEB .=. 0 

END TIME - 3500 

RIGHT SIGNAL (only necessary for IACC tests) 
End time of MLS signal 

(Loading left and right signals) 

Fik not found F de not found File not found 

MAXBITLENGTH .::--10 
-10 MAXTIMELENGTH -= ----- 1000 -II \1 \\,: ! I ' !I I I ~(, III 

DfRECTTIMEOFFSET" floor ======= ( 
DIRECTTIME 

\ 1 \.\ I: I : I I \.( I III 

TIME PERBlT = 

BITpERTIME =---\1 \', \:1 1] \t 11' I 

HEAD = 36+ I) :~ I ( , " \ I, , ,,i [ (Header of file+direct time) 

MAXBITLENGTH \1 \:\I;r 111\.(, Iii I), J..J ( .. .', :: I Ii ; ...,: . 

TOR =- DIRECTTI ME - DlRECTTIMEB 
TOR = 13.4 [7 

MAXBITLENGTH = \1 \.\J·;III I \(, I j 1 \1\:\11\1111 \.(,111 

BROAD = floor ( 50· 

EARL Y =- floor ( 

_irj_= \l\.\I~ il tl \.(,111 

NV =",_-t- J·· -t- IB 

- ENDTIME) 
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CALCULATE IACC(E) 

ACNUM E = 

ACC E= 

CALCULATE IACC(L) 

ACNUM L = 

ACC L= 

CALCULATE ENVELOPMENT IACC 

AC NUM V = 

CALCULATING OBJECTIVE SUPPORT 
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R TWENTY = floor (20. 1,[ [ ]'1 R 1[\11 

N TOP = +_,_+_+1., 

ST = 10 log 

CALCULATING CLARITY 

(need at least 3000ms of sample time) 

R C80 ::: floor ( 

N C80 = 1+",2 + !lIB '.+ _ 

N 30oo=.+IIID,.+_t I .. 

11= 

CALCULATING CSO 

R c50 = floor ( 50 1111 1'1 [( 11 1\. 11 

N r ,o .= I +1IB,2 +111m ,_+-. 

+ lIB 

+-
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-
N 3001 =.+ .. ,.+_+ I.. \iY< ,' .i' ~l,111 +IIIB 

~2 1 
(MLSN 3001)2 \ 

I J 

11= 

Center-Time 

\1\\\lI lll '\(,II! + lIB 

I i \ Ii 1'\ 1\ 1 :) 1 

1= 

Definition 

BROAD = floor ( 50· 1 ;1 1 1'1 [\! I '-I! I 

N INFINITY =1IB,IB t· 1 .. \1 \:--, I:i , I , '\.(, I [I +IIIB 

111= 

1= 
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11= 

11= 
11= 

1 = 

BROADENING OF THE SOURCE 

ENVELOPMENT 

BROADENING OF THE SOURCE 

(THE CLOSER TO ZERO THE BETTER) 
Good value is 0.35 to 0.6 

OBJECTIVE SUPPORT (dB) 
(-12dB TO -14dB TYPICAL) 
(-17dB STILL POSSIBLY OK) 

CLARITY 
(about -2dB to +2dB) 

CLARITY 50ms 

Definition (%) TYPICAL 15%-59% 

Center Time (Max 140ms) Lower is clearer 
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Appendix H: Jameson Hall Complete Results 
The results of the measurements and simulations taken for this thesis are included in the 
Excel sheet on the CD which accompanies this thesis. 

XVI 
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User's Guide to RoWena 

R Wena 

Version I_q 
CopyrdlIt> 

UCT Acoustics 

m Acoustics Toolbox 
This section provides a brief introduction to the working of the room acoustic prediction 
program written for this thesis, called RoWena. Since the program is even now under 
continuous development this guide is not complete. Also there may still be bugs in the 
program, these being functions that cause the program to stop working or to do 
unforeseen operations. This aside, the program works correctly and it is possible to obtain 
all the results that were described in the main body of the thesis. 

The term 'user' refers to the person that is using the program. Menu options are specified 
by for example File I Save, which means select File from the menu and then Save from the 
resultant drop down menu. Icons are the buttons that appear at the top of the screen just 
below the menu. It is assumed further that the user is familiar with the workings and 
terminology of the Windows operating system. 

It is advised that the reader study the first part of this document that described room 
acoustic simulation programs in detail. 
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New ,St.rface 

S~edSt.rfac:~==============~============~==~~ 

'....;..;;;...r,..,j Show on Han Diagam 

Hall Locked 

hanging a material's name or coefficients affects all surfaces assigned to that 
erial. Assign assigns the currently selected material to the currently selected 

surface. 

SAVE ALL HIDE 

Figure 1: Hall Settings Box: Surfaces Page 

r 

At the moment no room model exists so many of the functions of this box are disabled. 
Note that while this box is visible other parts of the program can still be accessed. To 
make this box disappear press the Hide button or select ViewlHall Settings again. 

1.1.3. Save the Room Model 
Next the Hide button at the bottom of the Hall Sheet box is a button called Save All. 
Pressing this button allows the user to save the hall model and also all open unsaved 
graphs. When the button is pressed an explorer box will appear allowing the user to select 
a name to save the room under. 

Once the room has been saved at least once then instead a smaller box will appear asking 
the user for confirmation of the name to save under. An example is shown in Figure 2. 

8 
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Save Room EJ 

Save room as C :\My Documents\Example Room.rmm? 

Figure 2: Save Room Confirmation Box 

Pressing Yes will save the room under the same filename. Pressing No will allow the user 
to specify a different file name. Cancel aborts the save process. 

Graphs are each saved under different names that are automatically selected by the 
program. 

Because the program is in a developmental stage it may occur that the program will crash 
during the save operation. If this occurs all new information, including unsaved graphs, 
will be lost. Also the hall model file will be damaged and cannot be loaded again. To 
provide some security in this eventuality a copy of the hall model file is made before 
saving begins. It is saved to the same directory as the original file and given the name of 
the original hall's filename plus the word 'SafetyCopy'. If the program crashes during a 
save operation then this file can be loaded. If the save operation completes successfully 
then this file is automatically deleted. 

1.1.4. Create a New Surface 
The following describes the steps required to create a new surface. 

1.1.4.1. Select a Surface Type 
To create a new surface press the New Surface button. The box shown in Figure 3 will 
appear. 

9 
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Select Type of Surface EJ 

Plea~e ~elecl who type of Mace 10 
create 

Curved 
Dome 
Circle 
Cone 
P.rch 
.~ __ I_ r _ _ _ 

Descs plion: Standard piar ~ t.urf.;sce 

Figure 3: New Surface Type selection box 

This box contains a list of the supported surface types The most commonly used surface 
type will be Planar that is at the top of the list. Choose the desired surface type and press 
OK. 

This surface has now been created and added to the room model. However no coordinates 
or dimension have been specified yet. The user will also notice that many of the functions 
that were previously disabled are now enabled. 

1.1.4.2. Enter the Surface Name 
In the Name field of the surfaces page of the hall settings box, as shown in Figure 1, the 
user can type a name describing the surface. As with all such items in the program the 
name can be any length and contain any characters . The name will be remembered 
automatically as it is typed in. 

1.1.4.3. Specify tbe Surface Coordinates 
The dimensions or coordinates of the surface must now be entered. To do this press the 
Edit Suiface button. Depending on the type of surface which is currently selected a 
different editing box will appear. 

1.1.4.3.1. Planar Surface Edit Box 
lfthe surface is of type p lanar then the box as shown in Figure 4 will appear. 

10 
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Edit Planar Surface It:J 

Area: 0.000 

Figure 4: Planar Surface Edit box 

A planar surface consists of a number of line segments, called edges, which must form a 
continuous loop. Since the surface currently contains no edges most of the functions of 
this box are disabled. 

1.1.4.3.1.1. Creating Edges 

Press the New Edge button. Immediately all the functions become enabled. A new edge 
has been created from (0,0,0) to (0,0,0). Type the start and end points of the any edge of 
the surface. 

Now press the New Edge button again. A new edge will be created. This time however 
the From field ofthe box has already been filled in with the To point ofthe previous 
edge. In this way the program anticipates that the edge of this surface will be entered in a 
sequential order from head to tail. However this requirement is not obligatory and the 
edges can be entered in any order. Type in the To point of this next edge. 

Continue in this manner until all the edges have been entered. If the edges have been 
entered sequentially then To point of the last edge must join up with the From point of 
the first edge. To ensure that this is so press the Complete Surface button when the last 
edge has been created with the New Edge button. The program will automatically set the 
To point as the From point of the first edge. 

11 
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Press the OK button to close this box. This surface can be re-edited at any time by 
selecting the surface from the surfaces page and pressing the edit surface button as 
before. 

1.1.4.3.1.2. Viewing and Editing Edges 

To view preciously entered edges use the arrow buttons at the top of the box. The « 
button select the previous edge, the 1« button selects the first edge, and similarly for the 
»and »1 buttons. The edge list box allows selection of any of the edge quickly. 

1.1.4.3.1.3. Creating Rectangular Surfaces 

I f the surface to be created is a rectangular surface, which is common, then it can be 
created in a simpler manner. First ensure that the surface does not contain any edges. This 
can be done by pressing the Delete Edge button until all edges are deleted. Now press the 
New Edge button. In the From field enter any comer of the surface. In the To field enter 
the diagonally opposite comer of the box. Now press the Create as Rectangle button. A 
rectangular surface will automatically be created. 

This function will only work if surface is perpendicular to on primary axis, i.e. one of the 
coordinates of the To and From points will be the same. Otherwise this specification of 
the surface is ambiguous. 

1.1.4.3.2. Dome Surface Edit Box 
If the selected surface type was a dome surface then the box as shown in Figure 5 will 
appear. 

12 
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Edit D orne 5 urf ace EJ 

Radius of Base: 

Top poi-JI of 
dome: 

Z Cutoff of Dome: 

Hie top point ana tlie centre POll'1t give the normal to the 
)ase cirde and orientate the dome. 

The Z Cutoff allows a dome which is less than half a 
sphere. T he dome stretches from the top point to the Z 
ttutott. 

;= Stats 

Area: (haK·sphere~ 157.080 

OK I II Cancel 

Figure 5: Dome Edit Box 

A simple dome shape has already been specified which will almost certainly need to be 
changed by the user. The dome is required to be upright, i.e. the mouth of the dome 
points directly down. This requirement will be lifted in later versions ofthe program. 

The fields that must be entered are: 
• Center Point of Base Circle; this is the center point of the sphere of which the 

dome is a section 
• Radius of Base; this is the radius of the sphere. 
• Top Point of Dome; because the orientation of the dome is fixed this field is 

supert1uous. However it must be filled in correctly. It will simply be the center 
point of the sphere with the z-coordinate increased by the radius, as correctly 
shown in Figure 5. 

• Z Cutoff of Dome; this specifies the minimum z-coordinate value of the dome. 
This field therefore specifies how far down the (imaginary) large sphere the dome 
extends. A value close to the top point of dome z-coordinate will mean that the 
dome is a small sliver. This value may not be less than the z-coordinate of center 
point of base circle. 
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Press OK to accept this information. Note that the surface area calculation shown at the 
bottom of the edit box has not been fully implemented yet and should therefore be 
ignored 

1.1.4.3.3. Circle Surface Edit Box 
If the surface was a circle type then the box shown in Figure 6 will appear. 
Edit Circle Surface EJ 

Centre Point 15 J5 )10 

ROO'J$" )5 

NOITTldI 10 10 I' 
Stats 

Area 39.270 

Cancell_AppIy_~ 

Figure 6: Circle Edit Box 

A circle surface is a flat disc-like surface. It is specified by a center point, a radius and a 
normal. Both the center point and the radius are self-explanatory. The normal specifies 
the orientation of the surface. However in this development version of RoWena it is 
required to be orientated downwards. Therefore do not change the value ofthe normal 
field . Press OK to accept this surface's coordinates. 

1.1.4.3.4. Cone Surface Edit Box 
If the surface is a cone surface, then the box shown in Figure 7 will appear. 
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Edit Cone EJ 

Centre Point 1 10 

Radius 1 

Centre Point 2 5 

Radius 2 

Stat.so==============v 

Area: 31 .416 

If OK d 

Figure 7: Cone Edit Box 

The shape of a cone surface may be mentally visualised as a tunnel that gets narrower and 
lower at one end. It is specified by the two semi-circles at either end, given by their 
center points and radii. In this development version of the program the surface is required 
to be orientated parallel to either the x- or the y-axis. Also the surface exists only as the 
top half of the specified cone. 

1.1.4.3.5. Arch Surface Edit Box 
If the surface is a arch type surface, then the edit box as shown in Figure 8 will appear. 
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Edit Arch EJ 

Centre Point 1 5 

Centre Point 2 

Radius 

Stats==::=============tI 
Area: 31.416 

Ir- OK .-Jl_Canc __ el--J\'_~_----I 

Figure 8: Arch Edi Box 

An arch surface is similar in all respects to a cone surface (see 14) except that the radii of 
the two ends of the surface are the same. Thus this same surface could be specified by 
using the cone surface type and making the two radii the same. However the simulation is 
speeded up slightly if the arch surface type is used where applicable. The restrictions as 
described for the cone surface apply also to the arch surface. 

1.1.4.3.6. Arch Face Edit Box 
If the surface to be edited is and arch face type surface, then the box as shown in Figure 9 
will be shown. 
Edit Arch Face E1 

Centre point of arch 5 

Normal of arch 

Inner radius 

Outer radius 

Stats===============n 
Area: 37.699 

I L OK:JI Cancel 

Figure 9: Arch Face Edit Box 
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An arch face surface is a section of a flat doughnut. It is specified by the center point of 
the doughnut and the inner and outer radius of the doughnut. It is required to be 
orientated parallel to either the x- or the y-axis, which is specified by entering (1,0,0) or 
(0,1,0) for the normal of arch field for the x- and y-axes respectively. The arch face is the 
top half of the doughnut. Such restrictions will be lifted in later versions of the program. 

1.1.4.3.7. Curved Corner Edit Box 
If the surface is a curved comer type surface, then the box as shown in Figure 10 will be 
appear. 
Curved Corner Surface EJ 

This surface is defined by three arcs, each lying in one of 
the axis planes. The arcs are assumed to be quarter circle 
segments which touch at common tangents. 

Arc in the x·y Ptane=====-====-=::fI 
Centre Point 

Radius 

Arc in the X.Z Ptalrle':============tl 
Centre Point 

Radius 

Arc in the Y·Z Plane==========::::;'1 
Centre Point 

Radius 

Area: 0.000 

I r- OK 11 

Figure 10: Curved Corner Edit Box 

A curved corner surface is not a common surface type. It is found in the Jameson Hall, 
which is the reason for its inclusion in the program. The surface is a triangular section 
through a dome. Its three sides are defined by arcs, parallel to each primary axis, which 
intersect at their tangents. Each arc is specified by a center point and a radius. From this 
information the program will calculate the coordinates of the larger sphere and the 
orientation of the surface. 

The automatically calculated area value is an approximation. 
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1.1.5. Selecting Surfaces 
Once a number of surfaces have been created, the user can select from them using the 
buttons near the top of the Surfaces page, called Previous Surface and Next Surface. 
These two buttons select surfaces in the order in which they were created. To select a 
surface from an alphabetical list use the surface list box that is shown directly above 
these buttons. 

1.1.6. Transparent and Hole surfaces 
All surface types may be either transparent, holes, or neither. Most surfaces in the hall 
model will be neither. 

A transparent surface is a surface that is invisible to the simulation. This is useful for 
temporarily removing surfaces from the room model. 

A hole surface is a surface that is used to create complex shapes in the room model. It 
may be imagined as a magic portal in the shape of the surface. Its operation is best 
described by an example. 

Imagine a room shape that consists in part of a flat ceiling with a dome in the middle. The 
ceiling would be specified as a planar surface type and the dome naturally by the dome 
surface type. However because the ceiling is continuous it will cover the mouth of the 
dome. Here it is necessary to place a circle surface, specified as a hole surface on the 
ceiling surface of the same radius as the mouth of the dome. The circle hole surface will 
allow sound rays to pass through the roof surface and into the dome. 

Any surface may be a hole surface. Also the hole surface need not lie entirely on another 
surface, as was the case in the example above. 

1.1.7. Shows Surface on Hall Diagram 
Each surface may be individually specified as to whether it is shown on the hall diagram 
or not. This is to enable the user to remove surfaces that may clutter the hall diagram. It 
has no effect on the simulation whatsoever. If the Show on Hall Diagram check box has a 
tick then the surface will be shown on the hall diagram otherwise not. 

The small All button next to this check box can be used to make all surfaces invisible. 
Pressing it once will make all surfaces invisible. Pressing it again will make all surfaces 
visible. This button operates in the same manner as the All button next to the transparent 
check box described in 1.1.6. 

1.1.8. Surface Material Types 
Each surface must have a material type assigned to it. The list of available material types 
is shown at the bottom ofthe Surfaces page of the Hall Settings box (see Figure 1). To 
assign a material select a material type so that it is showing in the materials window. 
Then press the assign button. The user will observe that directly beneath the name of the 
current surface the material type will be shown. 
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1.1.8.1. New Material Button 
To create a new material type, press the New button. The window shown in Figure 11 
will appear. 

Set Coefficients EJ 

New Material 

125Hz 

250Hz 

500Hz 

1kHz 

2kHz 

4kHz 

8kHz 

Absorption 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
-

D~fusion 

E 
E 
R 

Figure 11: New Material Box 

Here the name of the material as well as its absorption and diffusion coefficients can be 
specified. When the OK button is pressed this new material will be added to the materials 
list. 

1.1.8.2. Edit an existing Material 
To edit the properties of an existing material select the material and press the Edit button. 
The window shown in Figure 11 will appear, which is the same window as shown for the 
add material function. 

Note importantly that all surfaces with this material type will be updated with the new 
material properties. This means that if the material name is changed from for example 
'glass' to 'stained glass' all surfaces with the material type 'glass' will now have the 
material 'stained glass' . This applies for the absorption and diffusion coefficients as well. 

1.1.8.3. Delete a Material 
To delete a material select the material and press the Del button. 
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1.1.8.4. Assign a Material 
To assign the selected material to the selected surface press the Assign button. The 
material will be assigned immediately. To assign the same material to all surfaces in the 
room model press the Assign All button. 

1.1.8.5. To Change Multiple Surface Material Types 
To change all surfaces with a particular material type to another material type press the 
Change button. The box as shown in Figure 12 will appear. 
Dialog EJ 

From 

J ammie Ceiling" 
J ammie Chairs 
Jammie Floor" 
Jammie Glass 
J ammie Walls' 

To 
Brick Plastered Painted 
J ammie Ceiling" 
J ammie Chairs 
J ammie Floor" 
Jammie Glass 
Jammie Walls' 
.. . . . ;,...._---

Figure 12: Cbange Material Box 

The top window of this box shows a list of all the materials that are currently assigned to 
surfaces in the room model. The bottom window shows all the materials in the program. 
To change all surfaces with a particular material type to another material type select the 
existing material type in the top window and the new material type in the bottom 
window. Then press the Go button, which will become automatically enabled. 

1.1.9. Check Errors in the Room Model 
On the Surfaces page in the Hall Settings box there is a button called Check Errors. 
Pressing this button causes the room model to be checked to find errors. The errors that 
are checked are: 

• Each planar surface is examined to ensure it has only one normal. 
• Each planar surface is examined to ensure that the edges form a complete surface 

when joined head to tail. 
• Each planar surface is examined to ensure that it contains at least three edges. 
• Curved surface are checked to ensure that they are correct as per their surface 

type. 
If a particular surface is incorrect it will be automatically selected. The checking 
procedure stops after the first incorrect surface. Therefore once the error has been 
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corrected the Check Errors button should be pressed again to ensure that no other errors 
are found. 

1.1.10. Locking the Hall 
In the middle of the Surfaces page in the Hall Settings box there is a tick box called Hall 
Locked. If this option is ticked then many of the options on this page become disabled. 
This option is ticked automatically after a simulation to ensure that the hall model is not 
modified since modifYing the hall model would mean that the previous simulation results 
may not be valid for the hall model. 

The hall may be locked and unlocked by the user by clicking on the tick box. No error 
will occur, but it is up to the user to ensure that the integrity of the simulation results is 
maintained. 

1.2. Specify Receiver Positions 
The second page ofthe Hall Sheet box is called Receivers. This page is shown in Figure 
13. 
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Itl 

1t11 
1t12 
1t13 
1t14 
1t15 
1t16 
Itl? 

Active 

NumActive: 1 

Position 

tr-'-6.-l--

R~ceiver is on the Audience Floor 

SAVE ALl 

)135 

Figure 13: Hall Settings Box: Receiver Page 

New Receiver 

HIDE 

The large window at the top of the box contains a list of all the receivers that have 
already been created. Selecting a receiver causes its position, size and active state to be 
shown in the relevant fields further down the box. 

1.2.1. Create a New Receiver 
To create a new receiver press the New Receiver button. The box shown in Figure 14 will 
appear. 
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Type in the New Receiver's Name 

OK 

Figure ]4: New Receiver box 

Type the name of the receiver and select OK. The receiver will be added to the receiver 
list windows in the receiver page. The position, size and active state of the receiver can 
now be specified. Pressing the Change Receiver Name button allows the user to change 
the name of an existing receiver. Also the Delete Receiver button allows the user to delete 
the currently selected receiver. 

1.2.2. Position and Size of a Receiver 
The position of the receiver is the three dimensional position of the receiver relative to 
the room model. The size of the receiver is the radius of the sphere that surrounds the 
receiver point. It is used only for the basic ray tracing type simulation and ignored for 
secondary source type simulations. 

1.2.3. Active State of a Receiver 
If a receiver is active, as indicated by the tick box called Active then it will be included in 
a subsequent simulation. If it is not active then the receiver will be ignored. 

1.2.4. Comments on the Receiver 
At the bottom of the receiver page is a window where any desired comment on the 
receiver can be typed. In the example given in Figure 13 the comment reads 'Receiver is 
on the Audience Floor'. 

1.3. Specify Source Position 
The source position is the position of the sound source in the simulation. The source page 
is the third page of the Hall Settings box and is shown in Figure 15. 
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Source in the corner of the stage, in the front 
corner, below the two speakers. 

Used in Measurements #1 to #18 

HIDE 

Figure 15: Hall Settings Box: Source Page 

Only one source may be active at any time, which in the example in Figure 15 is called 
'Front comer of Stage' . The source is specified by a position shown to the right of the 
source name. 

1.3.1. Creating a New Source 
Press the New Source button to create a new source. The box shown in Figure 16 will 
appear. 
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Type in the new source name 

OK 

Figure 16: New Source Name Box 

The user may type in a name for this source and then press OK. The source will be added 
to the source list. Other operation such as Rename Source and Delete Source operate on 
the currently selected source and are self-explanatory. 

1.3.2. Active Source 
Only one source may be active at a time. To select which source is active select the 
source from the drop down list which contains all the sources in the room model. The 
source name that is visible is the active source. 

1.3.3. Comments on the Source 
At the bottom of the source page is a window where any desired comment on the source 
can be typed. In the example given in Figure 15 the comment begins 'Source in the 
corner of the stage ... '. 

1.4. Reverberation Page 
The fourth page of the Hall Settings box is called the Reverberation page and is shown in 
Figure 17. 
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Calculated re lerbefation trr.le based en S Jrface area 
and absorption CO ficier)t' 

IUre~ EYIng'': ReverberallOn fornJI3) 

Valles: are based 00 the 

6830.000 

Mean Path Le~g'h 1.1 

25Hz O.976~ 2"-Hz 2.207 s Update Times I 
25OH;? 1.~50 $ 4kHz 1.81 b s 
500Hz 1 927 , BkHz 0.050:-
1kHz 2221 ~ 

SAVE All HIDE 

Figure 17: HaD Settings Box: Reverberation Page 

The description of this page will be brief because parts of it are still under development. 
The purpose of this page is to obtain Eyring calculated reverberation times for the hall 
model. The reverberation times are calculated from the volume of the hall and from the 
surface materials as specified in the sUfjaces page. 

1.4.1. Specify the Volume of the Hall 
The volume of the hall may be entered manually by pressing the Edit Volume button. 
Alternatively the program can attempt to calculate the volume. To do this press the 
Estimate Volume button. In the new box that appears press the Begin Estimate button. If 
the estimate was successful and the Ray Traced Volume value seems correct press the 
Select Ray Traced Volume button. 
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1.4.2. Mean Path Length 
Unless the user is informed as to the value of the mean path length of the hall this value 
should be ignored. The program will maintain this value as necessary. 

1.4.3. Update Reverberation Times 
If some part of the hall model has been modified then pressing the Update Times button 
will recalculate the reverberation times shown on this page. 

1.5. The Organiser Page 
The fifth page of the Hall Sheet page is called the Organiser page and is shown in Figure 
18. For a new hall the large central window will be empty. 

Eil g Lost Ray Testing 
: ... g Mirror Imaged 

Eil g PET Results 
; 

Eil g Ray 30000 testing 

Ell iii Sec Source [no lost rays) 

Ell ... g Secondary Source Testing 

New Gro,"" 

SAVE ALL 

Figure 18: Hall Settings Box: Organiser Page 

HIDE 

St.mrnary 

Remove 

Open 

Close 

Add 

Rename 

~ Auto Hide 
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Change Style E3 

The style applicable to the group named 
Minor Imaged 
will be set as the cunent simllation parameters . 
If you would like to backup tl1e ~nt style to as 
Orgamser Replaced 2 select YES . 
Select NO not to ~lru.p cmrent simulation style 
or CANCEL to abort operation. 

Figure 19: Set Simulation Style Confirmation Box 

Press No at this page, or Cancel if the Set Style as Current button was pressed in error. 

1.5.14. Comments for a Group 
The user may type comments on the selected group in the smaller window below the 
group window. Comments may only be given for group names, and not for graphs and 
ray paths. 

1.5.15. Auto Hide Organiser Page 
This option should remain ticked. 

1.6. Comments on the Room Model 
The last page on the Hall Sheet box is the comments page. This page consists of a single 
large window where the user may type any comments on the hall. 
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2. Setting the Simulation Parameters 
Once the hall model has been created, and before the simulation is begun, the parameters 
defining the operation of the simulation must be selected. There are two ways in which 
this may be done. The first, longest and most comprehensive is to directly select each 
simulation parameter. The second, shortest and most user friendly is to select all the 
simulation parameters in one go. Both these methods are discussed in this section. 

2.1. Selecting Simulation Parameters using the SimWizard 
box 

Pressing the ~ button, which shows a rabbit in a hat, causes the SimWizard box to 
appear, as shown in Figure 20. 
Load Hall Style Ei 

Han types may be created and loaded on this page. 

Press NEXT to skip this page 

Basic Ray Tracing (30 000) 
Monday, 31 July 2000, 15:12:561 
Organiser Replaced 1 
Ploppy1 
Proper Secondary Source 
q~Jame 1 
qName 2 
Secondary Source 
simple 
With S callering 
\A/ithn"t C;" ... tt."inn 

New Style ], Delete Style I Update Style 

Rename 

Select Style 

Selected Style: 

Style Description 

I '---~-----·<I Cancel L..._ .. ~~? __ ... j , ____ .... 

Figure 20: SimWizard Box 

Help 

This page contains a window where a number of user specified simulation styles are 
given. To select all the simulation parameters in one go select the desired simulation style 
and press the Select Style button. The simulation parameters of the program will be 
immediately changed. The Next button at the bottom of the box will change to a Finish 
button. Press this to leave the SimWizard box. Do not press the Next button at any time. 
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2.2.1. Air Simulation Parameters 
The Air page of the simulation parameters box is shown in Figure 21 
PlOpelty Sheet £) 

AU options concerning the lay travel through 
he air are set here 

., Include air absorption 

., [~~[~~E~~-~~}~~~~~£~·.i.~~~.~~i~i~I~.~.~.~.~ 

Speed 01 Sound= 343.325 

Air Absorption 

125Hz 15. 3125e-006 

250Hz 2.125e·OO5 

500H z 8.5e-005 

1 kHz 0.00034 

Change parameters 1 

, 2kHzJO.00136 

4kHz]O.00544 

8kHz]002176 

This option aHows air characteristics 
to be changed. Air absorption will 
automatically be recalculated. 

::= Spreading=====n 
p Early Time==:=!""~ 

r Late Time-===:'J~ 

r Total Path Length 

r Each Reflection 

(i' Last Reflection 

-

___ O_K_ ... __ Can_cel_.....I _---:;..;= =--...JI ! Help 

Figure 21: Simulation Parameters Box: Air Page 

This page contains information concerning the medium of propagation of the sound. 
Most of this information should remain unchanged. 

• The include air absorption check box should be ticked 
• The include dissipation check box should be ticked 
• Spreading Early Time should be Total Path Length always 
• Spreading Late Time should be Last Reflection for Secondary Source simulations 

and Total Path Length for Ray Traced simulations. 
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• Air Absorption is automatically calculated by the program. The values can either 
be changed by hand or the Change Parameters button can be pressed. This allows 
the humidity and the temperature of the air to be altered, based on which the air 
absorption coefficients and the speed of sound will be recalculated. 

2.2.2. Ray Simulation Parameters 
The ray simulation parameters page is shown in Figure 22. 
Property Sheet 13 

Air Ray I Mise I Time I Op J Integation I 

Maximum number 01 rays: Jilli 

P' Kill ray alter J200 reflections. 

This number is 
approximate since in some 
situations fewer rays will 
be simulated. 

P' KiU ray when it is weaker than J-60 dB 

P' Kill ray when it is longer than J1 seconds 

Ray distribution method r. Random r Evenly Distributed 

Drop 10 %rays after JO.5 seconds. 

The remaining ray's energy will decrease proportionally. This 
speeds up the simulation without losing accuracy. 

OK Cancel 

Figure 22: Simulation Parameters Box: Ray Page 

Help 

This page contains information concerning individual rays in the simulation. The fields 
that can be changed are: 

• Number of Rays: Should be about 500 for secondary source simulations and about 
30000 for ray-traced simulations. The actual number of rays to be simulated may 
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Property Sheet £J 

Iinlegation I 

r t!~~_~.!~~1~~2 ~~~f~e~ 
r View each ray bounce 

View complete ray 

View lost rays 

r Send aU complete rays to Hall Diagram 

01 Send lost rays to Hall Diagram 

Max rays to send: J50 

Use with care. 

r DebugMode 

In debug mode each significant calculation is shown 

Tolerance for Curved SurfacesJO 

Extend lost rays by J30 metres 

OK Cancel 

Figure 23: Simulation Parameters Box: Miscellaneous Page 

Help 

This page contains options that are not vital to the simulation process itself but may aid in 
examining simulation results. 

The options are: 
• View all rays that hit a receiver: If ticked then, during the simulation, the ray path 

of any rays that hit a receiver are drawn on the hall diagram Each successive ray 
replaces the previous ray. 

• View each ray bounce: Similar to above except at ever bounce the ray is sent to 
the hall diagram 

• View complete ray: Similar to above except every ray that is completed is sent to 
the hall diagram. 

• View lost rays: Similar to above except those rays which are lost are sent to the 
hall diagram. Lost rays are rays that have left the hall diagram. This occurs 
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Proper tv Sheet EJ 

\Integation 

• rr~;'aiU~sreiatrie-ii..~~£U~~.g.fi~R 
r Time values are absolute (i.e. from zero) 

'Early Time' based on Time Value 

• 'Early Time' based on Reflection Order 

Early Time: from 0 
to J"'0-.0-8--· 

Late Time: 

to end 

I (ihere is a discre--pency 
between Early Time end 

and Late Time begin, 
Early time takes 

preference. Therefore 
there is no need to edit 
the Late Time variable. 

Reflection Order transition from Early time to Late Time: 

P M are refs than x = late time 

OK Cancel 

Figure 24: Simulation Parameters Box: Time Page 

Help 

The division may be defined as a time interval, usually 80ms after the direct sound, or as 
a number of reflections. 

• Time values ... : If relative to direct time of graph is selected then the values for 
early time and late time are interpreted as relative to the arrival time of the direct 
sound for each receiver separately. The direct sound is set as the straight line 
distance from the source point to the receiver point, regardless of whether 
surfaces obstruct this path or not. If absolute is selected then the time values are 
interpreted as from zero time. 

• Early Time based on ... :If time value is selected then the early time is set as from 
time zero to the value in the early time box. If reflection order is selected then the 
early time is set as up to the number of reflection in the reflection order transition 
box. For secondary source simulations the reflection order option should be 
selected. For ray traced simulations the time value should be selected. 
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Property Sheet EJ 

/lS I Ray Mise I Tine Op Inte!J.ation I 

Receiver=~==----=----:-:-=-~::n 

• ~~~~i·~v~;' 
r RayPath 

Detection 

Early Time.------------:---~ 

• Find exact ray path 

Checking r Check last path for obstructions 

r No checking 

r. Specular (no scattering) 
Bounce r Scattered Ii" All 

p" Remove multiple reflections r Planar Only 

Use Mirror Imaging if 
p possible (planar surfaces 

only) 

Model~~--===r! 

r- Secondary Source 

r Basic Ray Tracing 

This option affects the late 
time operation only. Early time 
operation is always Basic Ray 
Tracing. 

Late Time,.....--==~....,.,--=.......,.,,......,,.."=""=..-.,-l'-

r Find exact ray path 

Checking r- Check last path for obstructions 
r No checking 

r Lambert Attenuation for 
Secondary Sources 

r Lambert Attenuation for 

B 
r Specular (no scattering) Scattered Refleclions 

ounce Ii" Scattered r--___ -

F All SimplexSearch EPSILONJO.0001 r Remove multiple reflections r PI 0 I anar ny 

~Calculations-----:--=--==-::--""'"""===-=-~' r Simulation Frequencies~ 

p Any ~ D P Combined r 1kHz 
p RTGO P Centre Time r 125Hz r 2kHz 

P' C80 P SPL .1 250Hz r 4kHz 

P EDT P LF r 500Hz r 8kHz 

OK Cancel H~ 

Figure 25: Simulation Parameters Box: Operation Page 

2.2.5.1. Receiver Group 
There are two possible receiver detection methods: Wherever and RayPath. Wherever 
should be user for secondary source simulations and RayPath should be used for ray path 
simulations. 

2.2.5.2. Early Time & Late Time Groups 
Both the early time and late time groups have the same options and operate in the same 
manner. The early time group describes how reflections in the early time are treated (see 
also 2.2.4) and similarly the late time group describes how reflections in the late time are 
treated. The options are: 

• Checking: Find exact ray path forces the simulation to find the exact ray path for 
such a ray. This option should be selected for the early time group. Stop Press: If 
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Property Sheet EJ 

{l;. I Ray \lrtisc I Tine Op ) Integration \ 

"" Receiver=-====~--====~l 

Detection Use MiHor Imaging if 
JiI possible (planar SUIt aces 

only) 

~~;Et~ar~Iy~TTiim;;;e;::==::::;;;:==~;;;~~~ r Model--------==-=-:==::-l l 

r- Find exact ray path 

Checking r Check last path for obstructions 

r No checkinQ 

r- Specular (no scattering) 
Bounce 

Scattered r- All 
P' Remove multiple reflections Planar Only 

r Late Time_ 

r Find exact ray path 
Checking r. Check last path for obstructions 

r No checking 

r. Secondary Source 

r Basic Ray Tracing 

This option affects the late 
time operation only. Early time 
operation is always Basic Ray 
Tracing. 

r Lambert Attenuation for 
Secondary Sources 

r Lambert Attenuation for 
B r Specular (no scattering) Scattered Reflections 

ounce r- Scattered r--__ -

r- All SimplexSearch EPSILON J0 0001 
r Remove multtple reflections r Planar Only 

- Calculations----===--=~ ~ Simulation Frequencies~ 

P' Any P' D P' Combined r 1 kHz 
P' RT60 P' Centre Time r 125Hz r 2kHz 

P' C80 P' SPL r 250Hz r 4kHz 
P' EDT P' LF r 500Hz r 8kHz 

OK Cancel Help 

Figure 25: Simulation Parameters Box: Operation Page 

2.2.5.1. Receiver Group 
There are two possible receiver detection methods: Wherever and RayPath. Wherever 
should be user for secondary source simulations and RayPath should be used for ray path 
simulations. 

2.2.5.2. Early Time & Late Time Groups 
Both the early time and late time groups have the same options and operate in the same 
manner. The early time group describes how reflections in the early time are treated (see 
also 2.2.4) and similarly the late time group describes how reflections in the late time are 
treated. The options are: 

• Checking: Find exact ray path forces the simulation to find the exact ray path for 
such a ray. This option should be selected for the early time group. Stop Press: If 
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Property Sheet EJ 

Tine I Op Inte!Jation I 

Select options that govern integration of the impulse response curve 

IGNORE~===-==========tl 

Backwards Integration starts at C seconds 

Resolution of Graph==============~ 

~ Resolution On 

Start Resolution at: 1- seconds 

Resolution 1 : seconds 

OK Cancel 

Figure 26 Simulation Parameters Box: Resolution Page 

Since the sound field in a room is generally considered to be diffuse it is allowable to add 
the intensities of reflections arriving simultaneously together. From this page the interval 
within which reflections are assumed to be simultaneous can be specified. 

In most cases it is advisable to leave resolution off, i.e. to ensure that the option 
Resolution On is unchecked. Doing this has no effect on the simulation results and means 
that the ray paths of individual reflections can be inspected. Ifresolution is on the 
resultant simulated impulse response graph may look more accurate but individual 
reflections cannot be inspected. 
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3. Running the Simulation 
Once the room model is correct and the simulation parameters have been set, it is time to 
begin the simulation. To do this select SimulateJBegin Simulation from the menu. A 
confirmation box as shown in Figure 27 will appear. 

Hev? E3 

Begin Simulate? 

1
'-··· .. -.. ---........ -1 L.. ..... !.~ .. ... 1 __ H._o_ ..... 

Figure 27: Begin Simulation Confirmation Page 

Select No to abort starting the simulation or Yes to begin the simulation. 

If Yes is selected then the organiser page as described in 1.5 will appear. The user is 
required to select a group into which the graphs produced by the simulation will be 
placed. To do this select a group by clicking on it and pressing the Select button. It is also 
possible to create a new group by pressing the New Group button as described in 1.5 .12. 

Once the Select button is pressed the simulation will begin. Depending on circumstances 
and the type of simulation selected it may be necessary to calculate the mean free path 
length before the simulation proper can begin. If this is so a box as shown in Figure 28 
will appear. 

Figure 28: Mean Path Progress Box 

When the calculation of the mean free path length has completed the box shown in Figure 
29 will appear. 

Mean free path length 

1'0.645542847 

I f ...... ···InC '"11 , ... -.......... _ ...... __ .... ; 

Figure 29: Mean Path Length Box 

Press the Ok button. If the user is aware of what the mean free path length is and wishes 
to modifY the value at this stage this may be done. Also if while the mean free path length 
is being calculated and the value shown in the title bar of the progress box (for example 
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the value is 10.882 in Figure 28) appears to remain constant then the Cancel button can 
be pressed during this calculation. It is recommended however that the process be 
allowed to continue to completion. 

At this stage, either the mean free path length has been calculated or it was not necessary 
to calculate it. In either case the simulation proper will begin. A progress box as shown in 
Figure 30 will appear. 

Figure 30: Simulation Progress Box 

6% 1- _···---"1 L~.U 

It is not possible to interact with the program while a simulation is in progress. The 
simulation may be aborted by pressing the Cancel button at any time, although the 
response to the button may take some time. Also note that if another window is made 
active by the user and then the user changes back to RoWena, it may take a few seconds 
before Ro Wena is displayed. Be patient. 

The progress box contains the following information: 
• Pass x: This can be ignored 
• Time Left: This is the estimated simulation time remaining. 
• Ray x of y: x is the number of the ray currently under simulation and y is the total 

number of rays to be simulated. Note that this number may be less than the 
number of rays specified in the ray parameters page (see 2.2.2). 

• x%: This shows the percentage of the rays already simulated. 
• Swizel: This is a rotating symbol. As long as it rotating the simulation if 

progressing ok. 

Once the simulation is complete, which may take some time, the box shown in Figure 31 
will appear. 
Simulation Message fa 

Results: 
S~tion tilM: 00 holm: 00 minutes: 02 seconds 
We simulated 14979.000 rays. 
We lost 14979.000 of them. 
Average mmber ofbOlJllCes was 0.000 
Mean PathLength= 28.651 
# rays accurately fitted=O .000JO .000 
Number of rays checked by Simplex=O 
Number of calls to fimc=O 
Num:.er of invalid dlfIUse reflections=O 

Figure 31: Simulation Completed Box 
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FOI~._F1 NUM 

Figure 32: Simulated Impulse Response 

4.1. Calculating the Reverberation Times 
In this version of RoWena the only valid(?) measurement obtainable from the graph is the 
reverberation times. To obtain this value perform the following steps: 

• View the graph: The graph must be visible on the screen and selected. If 
necessary open the Window menu item and select the desired graph. The graphs 
will all have the same name as the receiver name they are associated with. 

• Integrate the graph: Press the integrate button 0 . The integration may take 
some time. 

• Turn the integration graph on: A small integration toolbar will have appeared, 

which looks like I I h i. The first button has the word on written on it. If 
the button is pressed the integration curve will be drawn. Pressing it again will 
hide the integration curve. 

• Set the integration limits: Ifthe integration curve is visible then the two arrow 
buttons on the integration tool bar will be active. Choose the longest straightest 
part of the integration curve by clicking the left arrow button and then clicking on 
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the left part of the straight section on the integration, and similarly for the right 
part. And example of the result is shown in 

t. _ X 

FOf Help. preA F1 

Figure 33: Backwards 1ntegrated 1mpulse Response Grapb 

x 

I I I I -13.235dB 

-139.484dB 

NUM 

• Read RT60 (Reverberation) Time: The tall box called Parameter Info shows the 
frequency of the displayed graph (e.g. 500Hz), the position ofthe left and right 
cursor, and at the bottom the reverberation time (e.g. RT=3.509s). The calculated 
reverberation time is beneath for comparison (see 1.4). In the example shown in 
Figure 33 the calculated time is incorrect because of errors in the calculation of 
the area of the dome. 

• Repeat for Other Frequencies: To view the reverberation times for other 
frequencies select GraphlActive Graph. The box shown in Figure 34 will appear. 
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r If?..~F~ 
P' 250Hz 
r 500Hz 
r 1kHz 
r 2kHz 
r 4kHz 
r 8kHz 

OK 

Figure 34: Frequency Selection Box 

From this box select the frequencies to display and then repeat from the set the 
integration limits step. 

4.2. Other Acoustical Parameters 
RoWena automatically calculates EDT, C50, C80, Center-Time, Definition and Sound 
Pressure Level. The accuracy of these calculations has not been verified, though informal 

inspection indicates that they are not useful values. To view the values press the I ~: 
button in the graph toolbar. The graph will disappear and will be replaced by a table 

showing these results. To show the graph again press the th I button. 

4.3. Scaling the Graph 
To zoom in or out of the graph select Graph I Scale . The box shown in Figure 35 will 
appear. 
Graph Alles EJ 

Impulse response a)!is ~mits 

Start End 

r Auto Scale 

Top Bottom 

Y·Axis (dB) P' Auto Scale 

OK Cancel 

Figure 35: Grapb Scaling Box 

In this box the user can either select the limits of both the x- and y-axis, or select auto 
scale that scales the graph so that all reflections are visible. 

An alternative method of scaling the graph is to use the mouse. To enlarge a portion of 
the graph on the x-axis, hold down the left mouse button at the left hand side of the 
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portion and then drag the mouse to the right while holding down the left mouse button. 
When the mouse button is released the selected portion of the graph will be scaled to fit 
the screen. The same technique can be used to scale the y-axis. 

See also 8 for another method of scaling the graph. 

4.4. Inspecting Individual Reflections 
Any of the reflections in the graph, unless resolution was on (see 2.2.6), can be inspected. 
To do this scale the graph so that the reflection to be inspected is visible. Then place the 
mouse pointer over the reflection and click with the right mouse button. A small box 
should appear with a description of the reflection as shown in Figure 36. If the graph 
contains a lot of reflections then it might take a few seconds for the program to find the 
reflection. 

Reflection Type: 
...J Absolute Arrival Time= 

Strength= 
Direction= 

Surface from= 
Number of reflections= 

All surfaces: 

93.257 ms 
0.000 dB 
0.490 , ·0.562 , ·0.666 
dome 

1 

Puncture Point 

Figure 36: Reflection Details Box 

This box shows: 
• The arrival time of the reflection. 
• The intensity of the reflection 
• The direction of the reflection as seen from the last surface reflected from 
• The last surface reflected from before hitting the receiver. 
• The number of reflections of the ray, which is equivalent to the number of 

surfaces in the ray path. 
• A list of all surfaces hit, which is contained in the drop down list in the order that 

the ray encountered them 

Also if the hall diagram box is open then the ray path ofthat reflection will be shown (see 
5.3). 

An alternative method is to select GraphlAll Reflections. The box shown in Figure 37 
will appear. 
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RefiectionLlst EJ 

0.057 s -36.832dB -36.833dB -36.838dB -36.860d8 -36.947dB -37.294dB -38.682dB 
0.070 s -39.503dB -39.601d8 -39.806dB -39.882dB -39.938dB -40.363dB -98765.000dB 
0.077 s -39.858dB -39.908d8 -40.014dB -40.068dB -40.160dB -40.626dB -98765.000dB 
0.078 s -40.512dB ·40.465d8 -40.523dB ·40.577dB -40.S23dB -41 .095dB -98765.000dB 
0.088 s -41083dB -41 .133dB -41240dB -41299dB -41.408dB ·41.945dB -98765.000dB 
0.091 s -42.052dB -41.791dB -41.411dB -41 .353dB -41.438dB -41.988dB -98765.000dB 
0.092 s -41.912dB -42.011dB -42.217dB -42.302dB -42.393dB -42.953d8 -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.070dB -41.809dB -41.474dB -41 .416d8 -41548dB ·42.11 1 dB -98765.000dB 
0.093s -42.070dB -41 .809dB -41474dB -41.41SdB -41 .548dB -42.111dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.070dB -41.809dB -41 .474dB -41.41SdB -41.549dB -42.111dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.070dB -41.809dB -41.474dB -41.41Sd8 -41.549dB -42.112dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.070dB -41 .809dB -41.474dB -41 .41Sd8 -41.549dB -42.112dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.070dB -41.809d8 -41.475dB -41.417dB -41.549dB -42.112d8 -98765.000dB 
0.093s -42.071dB -41.810d8 -41.475dB -41.417dB -41.549dB -42.112dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.071dB ·41.810dB -41.475dB -41 .417dB -41550dB ·42.112dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.071 dB -41.81 OdB -41 .475dB -41.417dB -41.550dB -42.112dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.071dB ·41.810dB -41 .475dB -41.417dB -41.550dB -42.113dB -98765.000dB 
0.083s -42.071 dB -41.810dB -41.475dB -41.417dB -41.550dB -42.113dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.071 dB -41 .81 OdB -41 . 476dB -41 .418dB -41.550dB -42.113d8 -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.072dB -41.810dB -41.476dB -41.418dB -41550dB -42.113dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.072dB -4181 OdB -41 .476dB -41.418dB -41.550dB ·42.113dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.072dB -41 .811 d8 -41.476dB -41.418dB -41.550dB ·42.113dB -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.072dB -41.811 dB -41 .476dB -41.418d8 -41.550dB -42.113d8 -98765.000dB 
0.093 s -42.072dB ·41.811dB -41 .476dB -41 .418dB -41.550dB -42.113d8 -98765.000dB 
0.093s -42.072dB -41 .811dB -41.476dB -41.418dB -41551 dB ·42.114d8 -98765.000dB ... 1 
0.093 s -42.072dB ·41.811 dB -41.476dB -41.418dB -41.551 dB -42.114dB -98765.000dB ~ 

Copy to CipBoard I U:: .. _·-~~e __ J Update I 
Figure 37: All Reflections Details Box 

This box contains basic details on all the reflections in the graph_ If the user clicks on one 
of the reflections in the box it will be selected in the graph in the same manner as 
described above. 

Pressing the Copy to ClipBoard button will cause all the reflections to be copied to the 
clipboard in a manner suitable for pasting into an Excel worksheet. 

4.5. Size of Graph Files 
Some simulated impulse response graph files can become very large. For this reason it 
may be more efficient to simulate a small number of receivers at a time, say 5. A 
computer with more memory will cope with more graph files in memory simultaneously. 
Once the memory is full Windows will automatically start to use the hard drive to make 
space in the memory. This can slow down the simulation dramatically and also cause 
potential errors. 

5. The Hall Diagram Box 
The hall diagram box was originally intended simply for a visual confirmation that the 
hall in memory was correct. Its functionality has since been extended dramatically to 
become an integral part of the prediction package. To view the hall diagram box select 
ViewlHall Diagram. Figure 38 shows the hall diagram box displaying the Jameson Hall 
in isometric view. 
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Figure 38: Jameson Hall Diagram Box 

5.1. Ensuring the Hall Diagram Displays the Hall Model 
If there is no hall in memory then this window will be blank. Alternatively it may be 
necessary to rescale the hall model so that it is displayed correctly in the hall diagram 
box. To do this observe that when the hall diagram box is on a toolbar appears on the 
right of the screen. This toolbar contains buttons that control the functionality of the hall 
diagram box. Ifthis toolbar is not visible select Options I General Options, then the 
Toolbar page and ensure that the hall diagram toolbar check box is ticked. 

Press the button 
~ 
J . The box shown in Figure 39 will appear. 
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Hall Diagram Options EJ 

SeleclView 

P Visible 

r View',-.------=============1 
r t:! 0 Change to View Ang e 

r IopView 

r BgttomView 

J.ett View r Eront View r- Isometric 

Bight View r .6.ack View 

Drag Rotate Amount J0 005 

Drag Pan Amount JO.001 

r. radians 
r degrees 

r Reset Origin 

OK Cancel 

Figure 39: Hall Diagram Options Box 

The hall diagram window may show up to six different views of the hall diagram. The 
user may experiment with the different options. For now, in order to ensure that at least 
one view is visible ensure the following: 

• Select View: displays a 1 as shown in Figure 39. 
• Visible: is ticked as shown in Figure 39 
• View: Can be any of Top View, Left View, Front View, Isometric. Bottom View, 

Right View, Back View and Other are not operational. 
• Reset Origin: is ticked, as NOT shown in Figure 39. Ticking this option causes 

the hall diagram to rescale the currently selected view (#1 in this example). 
Whichever view is selected when the Ok button is pressed will have its origin 
reset. 

• Drag rotate Amount and Drag Pan Amount: leave them as shown in Figure 39. 
• Press the Ok button 
• Zoom In: Because the hall diagram view was rescaled it may have become very 

small, too small to be seen. To enlarge it either click repeatedly on the + button 
in the hall diagram toolbar or hold down the control key on the keyboard and 
simultaneously press the left mouse button while the mouse pointer is over the 
hall diagram box and move the mouse down. 
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5.2. Manipulating the Hall Diagram View 
The currently selected hall diagram view can be zoomed in and out, moved around the 
hall diagram box and rotated around any primary axis. 

5.2.1. To Change the Currently Selected View 
If only one view of the hall diagram is visible this section does not apply. To display 
more than one view of the hall diagram follow the steps in 5.1 but instead of using view 
#1 select a different view, up to a maximum of6. For example Figure 40 shows three 
different views of the Jameson Hall. 

< 

Figure 40: Tbree views of tbe Jameson Hall 

Only one of the views is active at anyone time, meaning that only one of the views can 

be moved, scaled or rotated. The active view can be changed by pressing the +.( I button 
on the hall diagram toolbar. Pressing this button cycles through the currently visible 
VIews. 

5.2.2. To Zoom In or Out of the Hall Diagram View 
There are three means to enlarge or reduce the selected hall diagram view: 

• Repeatedly press the ~ and ~ buttons to zoom in and out respectively. 
• Hold down the control button and the left mouse button while simultaneously 

moving the mouse downwards or upwards. 
• If the mouse has a mouse wheel then rolling this will zoom the hall diagram in 

and out. 

5.2.3. To Move the Hall Diagram View 
There are two means to move the selected hall diagram view around the hall diagram 
box: 

• Repeatedly press the -t I, ~ ~ and ~I buttons on the hall diagram toolbar. 
• Hold down the left mouse button while the mouse pointer is over the hall diagram 

box and move the mouse in any direction to make the selected hall diagram view 
move in that direction. 
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5.2.4. To Rotate the Hall Diagram View 
The selected hall diagram view can be rotated about any of the X-, y- or z-axes. Isometric 
views cannot be rotated. 

• To rotate the hall about the x- and y-axes hold down the shift key and the left 
mouse button and move the mouse in any direction to make the selected hall 
diagram view rotate. 

• To rotate the hall diagram about the z-axis hold down the shift key, the control 
key and the left mouse button simultaneously which the mouse pointer is over the 
hall diagram box, and then move the mouse up to rotate the hall diagram view 
clockwise or down to move the hall diagram view anticlockwise. 

5.2.5. To Show or Hide the Receiver and Source Positions 
Usually the hall diagram views show not only the hall model but also the positions or the 
receiver and source points. These are both drawn in the shape of a star. The size of the 
receiver stars is the same as the size as specified in the receiver page (see 1.2.2) while the 
size of the source is set at 1 meter though this has no bearing on the simulation. 

To toggle or switch between displaying the receiver on the hall diagram views press the 

\ = button on the hall diagram toolbar. 

To toggle between displaying the source on the hall diagram views press the \- button 
on the hall diagram toolbar. 

5.2.6. Changing the Size of the Hall Diagram Box 
Like any windows box the hall diagram box can be enlarged or reduced by dragging on 
the border of the window. The positions of the hall diagram views will move when the 
hall diagram box is resized in this manner, though they may disappear off the edge of the 
hall diagram box. 

5.2.7. Help: All the Hall Diagram Views are Lost 
Sometimes when the RoWena program is closed and restarted the hall diagram views are 
not displayed correctly. To remedy this error it is necessary to redo the steps described in 
5.1. 

5.3. Viewing Ray Paths in the Hall Diagram Box 
Sometimes the hall diagram box will display a ray path, usually because it has been 
selected in the graph view (see 4.4) or because it has been sent there during a simulation 
(see 2.2.3). This section explains the nature of these ray paths and also how to manipulate 
them. 
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5.3.1. Single Ray Paths 
Sometimes only a single ray path is shown on hall diagram. This ray path may be one of 
a group (see 5.3.2). The ray path is made up ofa number of segments, one of which is 
selected at a time. In Figure 41 such a ray is shown. 

Ray 1/1 
Seg 1/2 

Ray State: Ray Uill botrocing 
FromUnKnoo,.-.,n at 6.050,25.124,3.738 
To: UnKnown at 
Direction: 0.855, 0.484 , 0.186 

Figure 41: A ray path in the Jameson Hall 

The colours of the hall diagram have been changed to improve clarity for this example 
(see 7.2). The selected ray segment in this example is number 1 of2 and is shown in 
white. Infonnation about the selected ray segment is given at the top of the hall diagram 
box. 

To change to the next or the previous ray segment press the < and > buttons on the hall 
diagram box. The smaller < and > buttons go to the first and last ray segment 
respectively. 

5.3.2. Ray Path Groups 
Sometimes a group of ray paths is displayed. This usually occurs when ray paths have 
been sent to the hall diagram box during a simulation (see 2.2.3). Figure 42 shows the 
hall diagram box with a ray path group consisting of6 rays displayed simultaneously. 

Ray 4/6 
Seg 2/3 

Ray State: Ray still bouncing 
From :UnKl'lO'Hn at 28.406 . 15.453 . 9.753 
To: UnKnown at 
Direction: ·0.482.0590 , -0.648 

Figure 42: A ray path group in the Jameson Hall 
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One of the ray paths in the group will be selected, which in this example is #4 out of6. 
The selected ray path acts as described in 5.3.1. 

5.3.2.1. Showing a Single Ray Path in a Ray Path Group 
Showing all the ray paths in a group may cause the hall diagram view to become 

cluttered. To display only one ray path in the group press the ~I button on the hall 
diagram toolbar. To display all the ray path in the group press the button again. 

5.3.2.2. Turning Display of the Ray Path Group On and Off 

To disable displaying the ray path group press the! ~ button. To turn display of the ray 
path group on again press the button again . 

If a ray path group is displayed it is not possible to shows individual reflections as 
described for example in 4.4. To do this it is necessary to either turn display of the ray 
path group off or to delete the ray path group (see 5.3.2.3). 

5.3.2.3. Deleting a Ray Path Group or a Single Ray Path in 
the Group 

To delete either the entire ray path group or a single ray in the ray path group press the 

Y ! button on the hall diagram toolbar. The box shown in Figure 43 will appear. 
Delete Ray List £) 

Delete ClIlentIy Selected Ray I 
Delete Entire Ray List I 

I [~::::~~~:~~::::~~~:: ·~:~~~·~~~~:~~~-··~:~::~ .. :::::::::]I 

Figure 43: Deleting a ray group confirmation box 

To delete the entire ray path group press the Delete Entire Ray List button. To delete just 
the currently selected ray path press the Delete Currently Selected Ray button. Press the ., 
Cancel button to close this box without performing any deleting. 

5.3.2.4. Adding a Ray Path to a Ray Path Group 
If a single ray path is shown which does not belong to a ray path group it can be added to 
the ray path group, or be the first of a new ray path group. To do this ensure that the ray 

path to be added is visible. Then press the ~ button on the hall diagram toolbar. If this 
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button is not visible or available then the required conditions have not been met. The ray 
path will immediately be added to the ray path group or be the first of a new ray path 
group. In this way a user selected group of rays can be created. 

5.3.2.5. To Save a Ray Path Group 
A ray pat~oup can be saved and inserted into the organiser page (see 1.5). To do this 

press the ~l button on the hall diagram toolbar. If this button is unavailable then no ray 
path group is in the hall diagram's memory. 

When the button is pressed the organiser page will appear and the Select button will be 
visible. Click on the organiser group in which to save the ray path and press the Select 
button. 

A new box will appear in which a name to save the ray path under must be typed. Type a 
name for the ray group and press the Ok button. The ray path will have been saved to the 
organiser page. Now press the Save All button at the bottom of the Hall Sheet box to 
ensure that the information in the organiser page has been saved. 

5.3.2.6. Editing a Ray Path Group 
Because ray path groups are sometimes used for presentation purposes it is often 
necessary to edit the ray paths in the group. It was already explained how to delete a 
single ray in the group (see 5.3.2.3). 

To remove all ray segments in the selected ray path after the selected ray segment press 

the *1 button in the hall diagram toolbar. The ray path will immediately be 
concatenated. 

To remove all rays with a certain property press the right mouse button while the mouse 
pointer is over the hall diagram box. A menu will appear. Select the option Edit Ray List. 
A box as shown in Figure 44 will appear. 
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Edit Rav List E1 

Allows the r ay ~st to be modified 

r Delete rays with less than J1 

1·------- -I Cancel L. ......... Q.K._ .j ___ ---I 

Figure 44: Edit a ray group options box 

reflections 

To delete all rays with less than x segments, type in the desired number of segments and 
ensure that the Delete rays with less than check box is ticked. Then press the Ok button. 
All rays with fewer than x segments will be deleted. 

In more recent versions of the program more options may be added to this ray group 
editing box. 

6. Simulating a Single Ray Path 
It is possible to perform a restricted simulation where only a single ray path is simulated. 
This is useful where the user wishes to see whether a potential ray path exists, and was 
used extensively when examining PET graph reflections (as explained in the main thesis 
section). 

6. 1. Creating a Blank Graph 
To simulate a single ray it is necessary to have an already simulated graph visible and 
active. If the user does not wish to use an already existing graph then a new blank graph 
can be created. To do this select Simulate I Create Blank Graph from the menu. The box 
shown in Figure 45 will appear. 
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Get info El 

Graph Name ]Blank Graph 

Receiver Size J 1 

Type the coordinates in the above boxes, or choose 
existing coordinates from the following selection 

10.850 , 28.900 , 2.150 (ttl) 
16 900 , 32 500 , 2 900 (tt2) 
17.050,24.200 , 1350 [U3) 
17.050 , 18.900,1.350 (U4) 
17. 050 , 17.210 , 1.350 [U5) 
10530 , 23.840, 1.350 (tt6) 
12870,26.838, 1.350 (tt7) 
22.430,23. 750 , 1.350 (U8) 
24.790 , 19.920 , 1.350 (#9) 
..... .1 n1.... 1,.. 1 nn 1 "iC'n (++1 n) 

Set as ~ource I Set as Receiver I 

Figure 45: Create a blank graph box 

It is necessary to specifY: 

Source Position: 

End Position: 

)( Y 2 

rrr 
rrr 

• The name of the new graph, which is automatically chosen as 'Blank Graph' 
• The size of the new graph, which is automatically chosen as 1 meter and should 

be left at that size. 
• The Source and Receiver position of the new graph. These values can either be 

type into the relevant fields or one of the vector point positions in the large 
window can be chosen. To choose a point from the list click on the desired point 
and press either the Set as Source button or the Set as Receiver button to set the 
point as either the source or receiver point respectively. 

Press the Ok button to create the graph. The new graph will be automatically added to the 
organiser page (see 1.5) under a new group named as the current date and time. 

6.2. Perform a Restricted Simulation 
Once a suitable graph is active select Simulate I Restricted Simulation from the menu. A 
box as shown in Figure 46 will appear. 
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Special Simulation Ei 

r Mirror a specific surface sequence 

r. ~i~~~i.i..~~.I~lli.~fFi"iiJ~Ii.~.~~9.:~ 
Surfaces: 

.';Icove It [front! 
.. ~:\IC'O'·/e It seat:: /,top bad' I 
.6.I(o'/e It ~eal': Ilop frontl 
6.ico'.,le rt ftronll 
.ilkove rt [lop b.:ld.1 
p.leO\'e rt [lop tront[ 
ard'klt3 
arch Ie It 3 

Static 

S elected List 

S ouree= 1 D 1 50 2~: ':J51J ;: 150 
Reeei·,er-lO :::50 .::::: '300 . .:: 150 

Initial Ray Direction=-......---="'===-------.,...,.--....,.--------,--.,..------, 
r. Direction is from Source r Direction is from Receiver 

)( 

r. Cartesian 10 

r Polar 
Azimuth 

J 

p Hide onOK 

OK 

Figure 46: Restricted simulation box 

y 

10 

Elevation 

J 

Reset 

I read this I 
z Num Reflections 

10 120 

r. Radians 
r Degrees 

Select from Hal Diagam 

Cancel 

This box is a modeless box, which means that other parts of the program are still 
operational while the box is visible. There are two types of restricted simulations that can 
be performed, based on a desired surface sequence or an initial ray path direction. 

6.2.1. Simulating a Desired Surface Sequence 
This option is not operational at present. When operational it allows the user to search for 
a ray path that passes from the source point through a specified sequence of surfaces and 
then to the receiver point. 

6.2.2. Simulating a Ray with a Particular Starting Direction 
To simulate a ray with a particular starting direction ensure that the option called 
Simulate an Initial Ray Direction at the top of the box is selected. The options for 
simulating a ray with a particular starting direction are as follows: 

• Direction is/rom Source: If this option is selected then the direction of the 
simulation ray is assumed to refer to the source point of the graph. 
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7. 1. General Options Page 
Propell}, Sheet EJ 

Genelal I Set ColOUls I T ool8a1s J Glaph I 

IY1 Auto Save graphs 

ever)! ~ minute[sJ 

P S how progress dialog during simulation 

P 8 eep when finished simulating 

P S how number pad on double click 

Number of Items on MRU Lists 15 

I am an advanced Use!. 

Lei me do naughty shif 

-

I need assistance and 
. checking at all times 

....... _O_K ___ I CiWlCel 1'--;~==-----I1 . Help 

Figure 47: General Options Box: General Page 

This page contains miscellaneous general options. A large number of options are 
unoperational. 

• Automatically display edit surface dialog: If ticked then the hall diagram box will 
be displayed when a new hall is loaded. This option is operational 

• Auto Save Graphs every x minutes: This option is unoperational. 
• Show progress dialog during simulation: This option is unoperational 
• Beep when finished simulating: This option in unoperational. 
• Show number pad on double click: If ticked then when the mouse is double 

clicked on an edit box into which a number should be typed a small box appears 
as shown in Figure 48 . 

' •• 'iIIi -
7 8 9 . 

4 5 6 e 

1 2 3 cIr 

0 i 

I OK 
-

Figure 48: Number Pad 
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This box can be used to enter a number if the user's feet are on the desk and the 
user cannot reach the keyboard. Not all edit boxes have this capability. 

• Number of Items on MR U lists: This option is unoperational. 
• I am an Advanced User/I Need Assistance: This option is unoperational. 

7.2. Set Colours General Options Page 
The set colours page allows the user to change the colour of most objects in the program. 
The set colours page is shown in Figure 49. 
Property 5 heel £j 

It 

It 

! 
I 

II 

General Set CoIous 1 T ooIIars I Graph I 

GraphA)(is 
GraphA)(is Tick 
Graph Integration Line 
Graph Lefllntegration Select 
Graph Mouse Zoom 
Graph Reflections 
Graph Selected Reflection 

L....-_o_K_ .... H Canc~ 
Figure 49: General Options Box: Set Colours Page 

.& 

== etc:~ho I 
-~---. ~ Restore Defaultsl 

---
fMJP!y Help 

To change an item's colour click on the item whose colour is to be changed and press the 
Change This Colour button. A box will appear as shown in Figure 50. 
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Color DEI 
Easic colors: 

rrrr o 
rrrro 

r 

.custom colors: 

rrrrrrrr 
rrrrrrrr 

Qefine Custom Colors» 

OK Cancel I 
Figure 50: Set Colours Box 

The present colour of the item is selected (in the example it is blue). The user can select 
any other colour by clicking on the colour. Press Ok to accept the new colour. The item's 
colour will have changed. In most cases it will be necessary for the user to go to the item 
that has changed and click it. For example the hall diagram box will not show the new 
colours until the user clicks on the hall diagram box. Similarly for graphs where the user 
may have to rescale the graph to show the new colour. 

The item's whose colours can be changed are self explanatory as listed in the window. 

7.3. Toolbar General Options Page 
The toolbar options page is shown in Figure 51. 
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Property Sheet EJ 

General I Set Colours T ool8ars I Graph I 

Select which tool bars to activate 

Some tool bars will only be displayed when the 
corresponding item is visible. eg the Half diagram tool bar 

~ lR.~~~.~·~~~2~.~.~.Io.£r.~·~·~ 
~ Simulate Tool Bar 

P Graph Tool Bar 

~ Reverberation Tool Bar 

r Sim Check List 

OK Cancel 

Figure 51: General Options Box: Toolbars Page 

Help 

This page determines which toolbars are displayed. It is recommended that all the 
toolbars options are ticked. A toolbar option that is not ticked will not be displayed. Even 
if a toolbar option is ticked the toolbar may not be displayed. For example when the hall 
diagram box is off the hall diagram toolbar is not shown, even if the item on this page is 
ticked. 

The SimCheckList option should be unticked. 

7.4. The Graph General Options Page 
The graph general options page is shown in Figure 52. 
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Property Sheet EJ 

General I Set CoIoursj T ooIBars Graph I 

Set options which will affect all graphs 

p ~.~~.~~3.6.~~jr.~.~~!'[~~~·~1~.~~::.i~.~~~i6I.·.9.i!.9H 
r Hide graph sub-windows when graph is not selected 

OK Cancel l_"';";;';;:="::""---J __ H_e_Ip_...J 

Figure 52: General Options Box: Grapb General Options Page 

These options should be left as they are. Changing them may produce unexpected results. 

8. Icon Functions 
There are many functions whose operation is accessed by means of menu items. The 
most commonly used operations are also accessible from the toolbar at the top of the 
screen. Some of these are described here: 

Open a previously saved hall. 

Open the most recently saved or opened hall (see also 9.5) 

Save the currently active graph or room model. The use of this button is not 
recommend. Save the hall model and graphs using the save button on the hall settings 
box. (see 1.1 .3). This button can be used however if the user wishes to save a graph under 
a specific name rather than allow the organiser page to choose one. 

I~ Allows the user to print the surfaces in the room model. (see 9.1). 

-=-1 Toggle showing the hall settings box (see 1.1.2). 
f@ 
tOl 

I " 1 

Toggle showing the hall diagram box (see 5). 

Show the Simulation Parameters box (see 2.2). 

Show the Sim Wizard box (see 2.1). 
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Begin a Simulation (see 3). 

=--'--J1 Zoom in and out of the x-axis ofthe selected graph. 

Shift the selected graph left or right along the x-axis without changing the 
scale. 

If --' IZoom in and out of the y-axis of the selected graph. 

I fJ Select the frequency of the selected graph (see 4.1). If the user's mouse has a 
mouse wheel then rotating the wheel will also cause the frequency of the selected graph 
to change. 

I J' Integrate the selected graph (see 4.1). 

Find a reflection in the selected graph (see 9.3). 

Display the graph proper. This is selected the first time a graph is shown. 

~ 
fb: 
-=J Display automatically calculated simulation results. These have not been tested 
~et land are probably incorrect. 

l.§J Display a comments box where the user can type comments about the currently 
selected graph. The comments in this box are saved when the graph is saved and can be 
viewed again by pressing this button. 

9. Miscellaneous Functions 
There are a number of functions available in the program which have not already been 
described elsewhere. Some of these are described here. 

9.1. Print the Hall Model 

The surfaces in the hall model can be printed by pressing the I~ button on the main 
toolbar usually situated near the top of the screen. When this button is pressed a box as 
shown in Figure 53 is shown. 
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Pllnt Hall Informallon f3 

SlIface Name l t.4aterial Name ·-1 Area ,I .. -~' 
~EntWaD J amme Walls' 82,800 

ba Ent RtWall J amme Walls' 31.280 
ba Ent Rt Instl (face stg) J ammie Walls' 9.200 
ba Ent Rt Instl (face If) Jammie Walls' 13,340 
ba E nt R t I nst2 (face stg) Jamme Walls' 3,680 

g RtAlchove Jamme Walls' 44,160 
ba stg rt inst2 (face ent) J ammie Walls' 3.680 
ba stg It inst1 (face If) J amme Walls' 12.880 
ba stg It blk (face ent) Jammie Walls' 9.200 
ba stg It blk (face If) J amme Walls' 8,970 
ba stg rt inst1 (face ent) Jammie Walls' 11800 

ba stg rt wall J ammie Walls' 12,325 
g stgbck Jammie Walls' 43.700 

ba stg If wall Jammie Walls' 12,325 
ba stg If inst1 (face ent) JammieWalis' 13,800 
ba stg If blk (face It) J ammie Walls' 8,970 
ba stg If blk (face ent) J ammie Walls' 9,200 
Ll C" t,.., If il"'lN1 rf:::;, ...... c rtl l::.r",mc'U../::.U(')( 1? QQn 

Select AI Total Area Selected: 62~1000 

SeIeclNone Toggle Selected 

Copy to Clipboard I Pri't Cancel 

Figure 53: Print Surfaces Box 

From this box the user is able to do more than just print the hall model surfaces. Three 
columns are shown in the main window in the box. These columns contain respectively 
the name of each surface, the surface's material name and the calculated area of the 
surface. The surfaces can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking on the 
header name of any ofthe columns. 

The ticks to the left of the surface name determine whether the surface is selected for 
printing or not. Only surfaces with a tick will be printed. Also the total area selected 
information at the bottom right of the box shows the total area of all the selected surfaces 
(in this example it is 6290m2

). To select or deselect a surface double click with the left 
mouse button on the surface. 

Alternatively press the Select All or the Select None buttons to select all or none of the 
surfaces respectively. Press the Toggle Selected button to make all the selected surface 
deselected and visa versa. To toggle selection of a number of surface hold down the left 
mouse button while moving the mouse to draw a rectangle around the desired surfaces. 
When the left mouse button is released then the selection of the surfaces within the 
rectangle will be toggled. 
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Press the Copy To Clipboard button to copy the information in this box to the clipboard 
in a format that can be pasted into an Excel worksheet. 

If the user does not wish to print the information but wants the surface selections to be 
remembered then the Apply button must be pressed and then the Cancel button. 

9.2. Perform a Modal Analysis 
RoWena can be used to perform a modal analysis on a rectangular shaped room. This 
analysis is a fully calculated impulse response using equations presented in the body of 
the thesis. Ray tracing or geometrical acoustical principles are not used. 

To perform a modal analysis select SimulatelModal Analysis. The box shown in Figure 
54 will appear. 
Simple Modal Analysis EJ 

You may perform a simple modal analysis graph on a simple rectangular room. 

Dimensions Position Nodes 

x max 17371 Enter the measurement 
Num x nOdesJ10 position. The origin is in 

15.715 
the centre of the room. 

y max 
x 136855 Num y nodes 110 

~ 14.405 
y 12.8575 To 

Corner Num z nodes JlO zmax z 2.2025 

Impedance----------------::"1 

Enter the impedances of the walls. If you only know the 
absorption coefficients enter that instead. 

Time------.., 
Maximum Length (seconds) 

JO.25 

real 
x=O (front) J 

x=max (back) '-1 -----:' , 

y=O (left) 

y=max (right) I 
z=O (floor) 1"----
z=max [rooflJ 

Figure 54: Modal analysis Box 

imaginary coefficient 

JOO1 

.10.01 

10.01 

1001 

JO.01 

105 

1 c::::::::~~.~~:::::::::J1 

Resolution (seconds) 

10.008 

Frequency------, 

Minimum 10 

SIMULATE 

II 
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The modal analysis graph cannot be integrated. If the graph appears overly simple try 
decreasing the resolution. To do this a new modal simulation will have to be performed. 

9.3. Find a Reflection in a Graph 
As an alternative means to selecting a reflection the user may search for a reflection with 

some limited attributes. To do this press the \151\ button on the graph toolbar. The box 
shown in Figure 55 will appear. 
Find Retlecti'Jn EJ 

-
Find reflection with this surf ace 

e.JcO~~JLl!f.Q.n\ L ...... _. ____ . ____ ._._ ...... ...! • 
Alcove If seats [top back) 
Alcove If seats [top front) 
Alcove rt [front) 
61"""",,, rl fl"n h,."k 1 

Which octave? 250Hz • 

1n5lijOOjDHiilZ ••• ~ 
~ ~ 

Close 

Figure 55: Find A Reflection Box 

Find 
Neld 

Reset Search 
Inde!! 

The attributes of a reflection that can be searched for are a single surface forming part of 
that reflection's ray path and also the frequency in which that reflection occurs. From the 
windows near the top of the box select the surface which the reflection's ray path must 
contain, and from the window below it selected the frequency to search through. 

Now press the Find Next button. If a suitable reflection is found it will be automatically 
selected as described in 4.4. If the Find Next button is pressed again then the next 
reflection in time order will be search for. To begin the search from the beginning of the 
graph again press the Reset Search Index button. 

To hide this box press the Close button. The Find Reflection box is modeless, which 
means that other parts of the program are accessible while the box is visible. 

9.4. Simple Vector Manipulation 
Sometimes it is useful to be able to perform cross products and dot products on two 

vectors. To do this press the ~ on the main toolbar of the program which is usually near 
the top of the screen. A box as shown in Figure 56 will appear. 
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Vector test E3 

)0 10 

10 JO 

Cross--------====-"'=-::==--....",...=~, 

**1 Cross **211 Normaise II 
Ans )0 ' )0 )0 

Dot~-----:----:=======11 

**1 Dot ~ 11 

Ans )0 ' 

Figure 56: Simple Vector Calculations Box 

In this box two vectors can be types, at positions #1 and #2. 
• To obtain the cross product of these two vectors press the #1 Cross #2 button. The 

cross product of the two vectors will immediately be shown in the cross product 
Ans field. 

• To obtain the dot product of the two vectors press the #1 Dot #2 button. The dot 
product of the two vectors will immediately be shown in the dot product Ans 
field. 

• To normalise a vector type the vector into the Cross Ans field and press the 
Normalise button. This button will also work on the results of a #1 Cross #2 
operation. 

Press Ok to close the box. 

9.5. To Load the Most Recently Used Hall Model 
Rather than selecting the hall model to load from the menu options, the user may press 

the 0 button on the main toolbar that is usually situated near the top of the screen. This 
button immediately loads the hall file that was last opened or saved. It is useful when the 
Ro Wena program is first run if the user wishes to continue editing the last room model 
without having to move through menu items or read message boxes. 

10. Problems and Errors 
The Ro Wena program is very large and constantly changing. This user guide is not large 
enough to explain aU the details and potential problems. This section explains some of 
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Figure 57: Room Model Window 

10.3. Cannot View Reflections with the Right Mouse Button 
As explained in 4.4 it is possible to select a reflection with the right mouse button. 
However sometimes this does not work, due to a bug in the program that hasn't been 
fixed yet. An alternative method to viewing a reflection is also explained in 4.4 and 
entails selecting the menu item Graphl View All Reflections. From here any particular 
reflection can be chosen. Although this method is less intuitive than clicking on the 
reflection it is guaranteed to work. 

10.4. Reflections Viewed on the Hall Diagram are Incorrect 
When a reflection is selected from a graph for viewing on the hall diagram (see 4.4), 
RoWena must recreate the ray path. This is because the complete description of the ray 
path is not stored with the graph file, as this would make the file excessively large. 
Instead the initial direction and number of reflections of the ray path is stored which is 
sufficient information to recreate the entire ray path. 

However because there are many different simulation techniques, such as ray tracing or 
secondary source, with or without scattering, the ray path may be entirely different with 
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